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Head of School Foreword

The Spirit of Service

I have long considered teaching to be one of the finest forms of

those habits of heart, of the students profiled in these pages. It

service. It is, indeed, a privilege to be a teacher, and teaching

is apparent in the parents and visitors interviewed. It breathes

is privileged service. The implicit trust of parents, indeed of all

through Rachael Beare’s thoughts about the value of a liberal

the adults in a society, in the role of the teacher as the midwife

arts education, and in Percy Jiang’s comments on college

of the coming generation is a strong indicator of this honor and

advising and college readiness.

duty. We serve to teach, and we teach to serve. Service above
self is a worthy motto, and the celebration of service builds

Teachers serve, as I said in my opening sentence. That is our

community and deepens compassion.

calling. We do so individually, and in groups. We try to live our
commitment to character and community.

‘Community’ is

As a school, Keystone is most definitely about service. We aim

not only our community on this small plot in Houshayu, but

to serve our country and to play our part in producing the next

communities elsewhere, wherever we touch them and they

generation of thoughtful, caring, community-centered, and

us. Our students imbibe this, and many times take service and

world-oriented citizens. Academic excellence, and the training

their sense of community further than we have been able to do

of the mind, is a consequential part of this mission. But growing

as their mentors.

humble habits of heart is a vital complement to intellectual
prowess. Without it, any claim to holistic intentions is hollow.

We know that we grow in and through each other. In Zulu there

The spirit of service at Keystone is wide-ranging, as you will

a person [fully human] through other people). This edition of

is a wise saying: Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu (A person becomes
read in the opening essay. You will see this clearly in Trisha

The Keystone Magazine is all about that. The magazine cover

Power’s combination of direct and specific work in Nepal with

says it all. Service with a smile. Service with two smiles. Or, in

her more subtle conviction that the humanitarian impulse can

the words of the title of a much-loved hit song first recorded in

be taught in moments that present themselves anywhere, and

the late 1960s: “He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother”.

at any time. Wushu teacher Mao Xiaokun exemplifies this spirit
of service in a beautifully nuanced manner, as in his explanation of the traditional courtesy contained in the simple fist and
palm salute.
You will sense a commitment to serve not only in the community service projects that abound in our school, just a few of

Head of School

which are chronicled in these pages, but also in the attitudes,

Keystone Academy
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Keystone students took an ELP trip to Botswana in the summer of 2017
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Editor's Note

The Heart of a Better World
One of the great revelations of the Space Age has been the

and brilliance. Such two-way interactions constitute the most

perspective it has given humanity on ourselves. When we

moving part of this edition of The Keystone Magazine.

see the earth from space, we see ourselves as a whole. We
see the unity and not the divisions. It is such a simple image
with a compelling message. One planet. One human race.

True education is not only about teaching minds but also about
nurturing hearts. Schools will always be the testing grounds

— Stephen William Hawking

for acts of compassion, which, with mindful support, can

Part of his Hope for Humanity message at the World Economic Forum

one day blossom into endeavors that will change the world.

September 23, 2015

Developing students' hearts, I believe, is a prime responsibility of educators and parents. And each small act of honesty,

Just recently, I read a story that deeply impressed me.

service, responsibility, and compassion that we, as the guardians of these young minds, consistently and mindfully perform

The story is quite typical of a Chinese family that migrates to

will become a moral and civic model of a heart that is selfless,

another country: the parents work tirelessly in the US while

caring, and compassionate. It has always been our best hope

their son tries to live up to their expectations by going to

to correct the wrong and unjust in society, so students can

the medical school of an Ivy League university. The mother

be taught how to make a positive difference in creating a just,

expects her son to find a decent, high-paying job after grad-

peaceful, or simply a better world.

uation, but he chooses another path instead: go to Africa and
join Doctors Without Borders. Later, the mother realizes that

Let me end my note with the words of John Weidner, a Dutch

she did not keep up with the pace of her son because she was

hero who organized an underground network in France that

slowed down by her expectations. She hopes her son can have a

helped about 800 Jews escape the Nazis during World War II:

better life, but he aims for a better world.
During our lives, each of us faces a choice: to think only
Over the past year, we collected, recorded, and listened to out-

about yourself, to get as much as you can for yourself, or to

standing moments of humanity within and beyond Keystone.

think about others, to serve, to be helpful to those who are

At the Academy, we aim for something wider, deeper, and

in need. I believe that it is very important … to develop your

more meaningful. And in this edition of The Keystone Magazine,

heart, to have a heart open to the suffering of others.

we show examples of the quality of our students’ hearts. But let
me remind you: this is just the tip of the iceberg. All of us here

Here’s to Keystone helping students to develop their hearts.

are fortunate witnesses to repeated acts of courage, goodness,
and compassion happening day in and day out at our school.
These stories happen not only in the Keystone community
but also occur in various places such as the schoolhouses
being rebuilt after the 2015 Nepal earthquake, in each bag of
warm gifts under the Christmas trees, and in the meek yet
optimistic smiles of small-town girls in Gansu. In this issue,
we have captured amazing stories of students who have taken

Sabrina Liu

action for the community, as well as their thrilling journeys to

Director of Marketing and Communications

self-discovery as they illuminate the world with their warmth

Keystone Academy
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Keystone students participate in elephant conservation operations in Thailand
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Cover Story

Learning and
Leading in Service
The Stories Chronicling Keystone’s Service Journey
by Bonsuk Awani

“Not all of us can do great things.
But we can do small things with great love.”
—Mother Teresa
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EGRC student Wang Mingxia from Gansu delivered her first speech at Keystone Summer School in 2017

In educational institutions around the world,

their CAS (Creativity, Action, and Service) projects

educators and school leaders often grapple with

in Grade 10. High school students, meanwhile,

this question: How do we empower young learners

enthusiastically organize international confer-

and instill in them an appreciation and appetite for

ences featuring prominent service leaders, climate
change activists, and philanthropists who spark

service?

lively dialogues on how each individual can change
Does that mean, “Go out into the world and do

the world. Primary school students also make their

good”? This is a challenge that 21st century schools

marks through fundraisers that support global

must tread carefully without losing the core idea of

campaigns and initiatives that help endangered

service, and how it defines us as a world community.

species.

Since Keystone Academy’s inception, it has

The leaves on Keystone’s service tree are flourish-

provided a unique antidote to this issue. The idea

ing and the collective spirit that our community

of service is fully integrated across all levels of

possesses is an example of the very nature of service.

academic divisions and institutional programs. It

In this issue of The Keystone Magazine, we highlight

is even reflected in those small acts by students,

the numerous ways that the Academy has embraced

faculty, and members of our staff.

service in the traditional definition of the word and
expand the idea of service on our campus.

At the Academy, students’ personal trees of
service blossom as well. Through the Academy’s

As we continue to grow not only in age, but in

International

middle

compassion, justice, respect, wisdom, and honesty

school students develop inventive service ideas for

collectively, our pursuit of leading in service will

Baccalaureate

Program,
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emerge in more trees that blossom beautifully for
years to come.

said, elaborating that her global understanding of
service is that, “There are always opportunities to
give, there are always opportunities to learn, and

When Cindy Liang of the Class of 2019 began

there is always an opportunity for reciprocity.”

to think about the possible ideas for her IB PP
(International Baccalaureate Personal Project)

Martelly explains that this opportunity can be in

while in Grade 10, she never imagined that the

the form of academic learning, and even learning to

endeavor she had tirelessly worked on outside of

understanding new cultures. “One could be part of

the academic schedule would follow her well into

planting drive assisting in reforesting a particular

her senior year and eventually turn into an IB CAS

region, or even helping out a fellow classmate in

(International Baccalaureate Creativity, Action,

need. There is always something to learn in service.”

Service) project.
Cindy has developed a strong sense of responsibil-

Beyond Fulfilling Academic Requirements

ity to her home country, China, and to a problem
that it is facing: a lack of proper education for

Before Cindy began her project, she did a lot of

migrant children in disadvantaged provinces. And

research into education of migrant children in

so throughout her time at Keystone as an active

China and found out that many of these pupils

member of the Service Council, Cindy had wit-

are deprived of quality education. “In 2017, many

nessed the struggles that migrant children were

migrant children were forced to leave Beijing and

facing when it came to accessing quality education.

return to their hometown,” she said, adding that

For her, all communities are, in some way, respon-

due to China’s hukou (household registration)

sible for others, and this means that each citizen

system, migrant children are not able to receive

has a civic responsibility to help their neighbor in

public education provided by the Beijing govern-

need.

ment. As a result, these children enroll in migrant
schools with unofficial accreditations and teachers.

In 2017, she and her council peers organized rallies
and fundraisers to help a nearby local school in

The Diploma Programme (DP) Core is a good

Shunyi build a library. Now, she is aspiring to rally

example of a curriculum that introduces students

even more supporters for her personal project for

to the higher levels of deep academic learning,

migrant children: a series of English lesson plans

leadership skills, and improved understanding of

inspired by Khan Academy, an e-learning portal

the complexities in the world. Teachers, faculty,

with free educational content and resources acces-

and even staff guide students to help them blend

sible to millions of people anywhere around the

the concepts of service and service learning into an

world.

individualized curriculum.

Diana

and

Cindy believes her personal project goes beyond

Co-Director of Keystone’s Service Council, was

Martelly,

Head

of

High

School

just fulfilling the many academic requirements

immediately captured by Cindy’s project and her

of Keystone’s rigorous IB program. “I recognized

passion for helping local communities in Shunyi.

this as my duty and role as a global citizen,” Cindy

“When we are engaged in service, we are helping

said, “The PP is very much an independent project,

a community in some way. And the community

and I became so overwhelmed and stressed when

that we help is also helping us in return,” Martelly

working on it completely alone. However, I also

The Keystone Magazine 7
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Keystone students teach in rural primary schools

realized that this is a very rewarding experience

justice. “I want our students to understand that

that has increased my communication and project

service is also about having a more just world and

management skills along the way.”

making the world fairer,” and that “Middle School
students are growing in their understanding of

Head of Middle School Maureen McCoy explains

what services means, and we are working hard to

that Keystone’s mission is integrated with what

cultivate that by meeting the curricular require-

service means. “When one engages fully with the

ments of what the IB demands, and pushing the

world, they are having interactions and forming

boundaries of service inside and outside of the

relationships with others in the world, and making

school,” McCoy elaborated.

a difference not just inside the school community,
but outside of its gates as well.”
Mobilizing an Army of Social Warriors
McCoy’s evolving notion of service is that it is a
relationship between people, and that service also

Cindy has rallied an army of social warriors for her

fits with Keystone’s values of compassion and

personal project, from friends to faculty and staff

The Keystone Magazine 8
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In 2019, Keystone students helped paint a school clasroom in Bandipur, Nepal

members. Not only that, she also taught herself

place each academic year for Grade 11 and 12

how to structure lesson plans like a real teacher and

students. This is a yearlong project where stu-

learned to edit videos. She even established a part-

dents present a range of topics to the members of

nership between Keystone and a migrant school in

the community. Students are guided by Patricia

Yunnan and several migrant schools in Beijing.

Power, Keystone’s Theory of Knowledge Teacher
and Extended Essay Coordinator, and they tackle

Fast forward to 2019, Cindy used her experience to

together local and global problems through CAS

expand her personal project to her IB CAS. During

projects, in-depth analyses through a 4,000-word

her final year at Keystone, Cindy comfortably

extended essay, or depictions of social problems

explained her CAS project during her IB Diploma

through the visual and performing arts.

Core CAS presentations, pleased that her passion
has taken her on a journey beyond the gates of

“I’ve passed on this legacy now to a team of Grade

Keystone.

11 students and Keystone’s Service Council,” Cindy

The Diploma Programme Core Exhibition takes

of 2020) and her peers have expanded my project to

said confidently. “Team leader Frankie Fan (Class

The Keystone Magazine 9
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During the spring break of 2016, Keystone teachers and students helped the Habitat for Humanity build houses

not only shooting and publishing videos but also to

and benefits not only the Academy and its members

producing audio books. They will also visit a migrant

but also the communities beyond the school.

school and the Service Council will continue creating e-learning videos. Apart from helping a migrant

Juli James, Cindy’s personal project supervisor,

school in Yunnan, the new Keystone team will also

spoke highly of the student’s endeavor to impact

be sending English learning videos to the primary

more young people. “She made 3-6 actual teaching

school in Sishui (one of Keystone Academy’s current

lessons that she sent to the school and the teachers

projects in Hebei Province).”

there could show their classes on how to learn
some basic vocabulary. I found out that for her class
project, she took that basic concept and expanded

A Commendable Pursuit

it. And now she’s working on a bank of lessons that

At Keystone, leading and learning in service is a

China).”

will also be sent to EGRC (Educating Girls of Rural
courageous and commendable pursuit that inspires

The Keystone Magazine 10
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Keystone held its first Global Issues Network (GIN) conference in October 2018 to discuss the issue of global water scarcity

Like many Keystone students, Cindy’s under-

this in his recent essay on world schools: “Learn

standing of service through her experience in

from, and assimilate, new ideas and practices …

the residential community and outside of the

the possibilities are numerous [but] learning

Academy walls has made it easier to do her project.

from the world should be exciting, productive,

“Problems like creating influence in our community

challenging, and uplifting in a data demonstrable

can be solved by reaching out to our Keystone com-

manner.”

munity, and to ask help from staff who have related
experience or have the passion of doing service.

As Keystone students, faculty, and staff continue

This allowed me to keep the project in shape, and

to plant trees of service all over the campus and

to develop it over time.”

beyond, we extend our branches to those who
are not immediately reachable. We redefine what

Ultimately, what makes a world school is a com-

service means to each of us, individually and

munity that learns from each other and for the

collectively, and it is a spirit of service that every

world. Head of School Malcolm McKenzie explains

member of our community embodies.
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Graduate Profile

Cynthia Xing
—
Modest and ambitious, Cynthia has quietly
cultivated a deep love for Mathematics at Keystone
and is determined to explore the subject more
in depth at Brown University this autumn.
The Keystone Magazine 14
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Cynthia Xing
From Beijing
to Brown University

A Brave New World: From Tianjin to Beijing

the Chinese Thread. I was not ready to abandon my
culture and heritage at an international school, and

Originally from Tianjin, Cynthia Xing is a young

when I came to visit Keystone, I fell in love with the

woman who is often overlooked by her more

campus.”

flamboyant and extravagantly dressed peers. Her
jet-black hair sits comfortably on her shoulders,

Since arriving at Keystone independently, Cynthia

with her circle-rimmed glasses perched perfectly

has found her voice in the classrooms and beyond,

on her nose. It is easy to assume that her demure

and her timidity quickly melted away as she formed

disposition lends itself to a very sensitive soul.

tightly-knit bonds with her peers and teachers. The

However, beneath the calm of Cynthia’s demeanor

Residential Life Program allowed her to communi-

is a young woman fiercely determined to go after

cate with her teachers outside of regular classroom

her goals, even if it means moving from cities in

hours. Academic and other support structures were

China to the United States.

less intimidating and frightening, helping her cultivate even stronger bonds outside of the classroom

Since Grade 10, Cynthia has been a student at

with her teachers while she is away from home.

Keystone. “When I was in Grade 9, I decided that
I wanted to go abroad for college,” Cynthia said.

“The sense of community is something I really

“As a student in the Chinese public school system,

appreciate about Keystone more than I initially

I was on a path to take the gaokao. At that point,

thought I would at the beginning of my journey

it didn’t make sense for me to continue with my

here,” Cynthia said. “It’s very rare for Chinese

high school education in a public school. I began

families that the child gets to choose such a major

to research private and international schools in

life decision regarding education. My parents were

Tianjin, but I found them too focused on the cur-

so supportive when I was researching on interna-

riculum and not focused enough on the high school

tional and private schools and helped me conduct

experience outside of academics. What attracted

research about schools in Tianjin and Beijing. But

me to Keystone was the sense of community and

the final decision was mine, and I do not regret

The Keystone Magazine 15
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leaving Tianjin to attend school on this beautiful

understand some parts of her research and so I

campus.”

ended up asking Cynthia for help. She is now confident talking about mathematics in front of others.
She often asks for my permission to use the board

Understanding the World Through Math

and address a problem with the entire class. I have

Teachers often advise students to choose the

such a high skill level as Cynthia’s.”

rarely seen a student’s confidence in math match
academic subject area that they are most talented
in, and for good measure. It is a safe decision that

As a force to be reckoned with in the classroom,

ensures one does not fail; at Keystone, however,

Cynthia has not let her academic prowess inflate

students are advised to choose subjects that they

her ego. She has remained calm, soft-spoken, and

are most curious about, and it is in those areas that

diligent in serving those around her. “Keystone has

they will truly excel.

helped me to become a more empathetic person,”
Cynthia said. “I enjoy helping people and this is

Cynthia’s passion lies in Mathematics, which she

something I will continue to do even after I gradu-

has cultivated throughout her years at Keystone.

ate from Keystone.”

Oftentimes students twist their faces in anguish
when trying to solve complex math riddles and

“When I met Cynthia three years ago, she was very

equations, typically seen as mandatory. The road of

shy, she barely spoke or participated in class dis-

mathematics may be long, boring, and difficult for

cussions,” Mrs. Barnes said. “The Cynthia of today

some, but for Cynthia, its beauty lies in its infinite

is completely different. She is outspoken and con-

possibilities.

fident, expresses her ideas well, and knows what
she is capable of. When students ask for help, she

In addition to assisting her peers in mathematics,

is helpful and patient. She always takes her time to

Cynthia’s ability to understand abstract concepts

make sure that people understand her answers or

and delve deeper into her passion for the subject is

explanations.”

infectious and evident to everyone around her. As an
academic student leader, Cynthia leads and serves
her peers through mentoring in this subject area,

The Journey Continues: Brown University

often taking the lead in her math classes to explain
and break down a difficult problem or theory.

For most high school seniors around the world, the
college application season is daunting, long, and

“She can easily understand abstract concepts

riddled with anxiety. On top of academic study

and she is passionate about math,” high school

and final year exams, students must make major

math

said

life decisions as they enter the next phase of their

of Cynthia. “She is given to understand why

journeys. But Cynthia says Keystone has made her

teacher

Marjorie

Garcia-Barnes

math theorems and concepts work rather than

more independent. “Previously I lived at home

spend time memorizing steps to solve similar

with my parents before coming to Keystone, and

problems. Her Math internal assessment was

living in this boarding community shaped a lot of

especially impressive. She worked on her research

my study skills and coping mechanisms for living

about the relationship between the Fibonacci and

alone which is needed for college.”

the Lucas numbers, and how these numbers can
be represented using diagrams instead of formu-

Keystone’s Office of College Counseling offered

las. To be honest, it was even difficult for me to

Cynthia major support as she researched schools.
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Mrs. Amanda Yan, Co-Director of the Office of

became discouraged. “When the decision letter

College Counseling, served as Cynthia’s college

from Brown University came out, I was on my way

counselor. “Mrs. Yan was with every one of us from

to the airport for a flight to Singapore to visit NUS

the very beginning of the process,” Cynthia said.

(National University of Singapore) because I was

“She pushed us to research schools on our own

sure I was going to attend that school. I opened

before giving her suggestions. We never felt limited

the email and couldn’t believe my eyes. I had been

from the beginning.”

accepted into my dream school!”

On Cynthia’s college wishlist was a university with

This fall, Cynthia will matriculate into the Brown

small class sizes, influenced by her experience at

University Class of 2023 to study Mathematics.

Keystone, and a school with a flexible and open

The Ivy League research university in Providence,

curriculum that would allow her to delve into a

Rhode Island matches Cynthia well, whose high

range of academic subjects. “Mrs. Yan suggested

school teachers describe her as curious, modest,

many great liberal arts colleges and universities

hardworking, and diligent.

to me. In the beginning, I didn’t dare to apply to
them, and I thought they were targets too high for

“I am beyond grateful for making the decision to

me. In the end though, my dream school was Brown

attend Keystone. Brown is my dream school and

University, and if it wasn’t for Mrs. Yan, I would

I am excited to take everything I’ve learned from

have never applied.”

Keystone to the next stage of my journey,” Cynthia
said joyously.

As applications results began rolling out, Cynthia
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Steven Shi
—
Steven leads with wisdom in pursuit of his
academic passions, and aspires to marry his love
for economics and service learning at Middlebury
College, where he received an early acceptance.
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Steven Shi
Embodying a Spirit of
Service at Keystone

Bridging Cultures:

cultural heritage. The life-changing decision to

From Public School to Keystone

attend Keystone proved to be a perfect fit for Steven.

A native Beijinger and member of one of Keystone’s

“The biggest change for me coming from public

founding families, Steven Shi began his tenure at

school was the boarding environment,” Steven

the Academy when he was in Grade 8. As a young

said. “When I was in public school, the school day

child, his inquisitive nature about the world around

hours were much longer. In boarding school, I was

him grew into a zest for all things related to the

initially overwhelmed with the amount of free time

pursuit of knowledge. It also fostered in young

I had, but Keystone gradually taught me how to

Steven an appreciation and humbleness of spirit

manage my time and use a planner for instance to

that encouraged him to share his budding scholar-

schedule events, homework, and extracurricular

ship with family members and peers.

activities. The weekend activities program was
also quite new to me, and Keystone allowed me to

Before his journey to Keystone, Steven found

explore more meaningful activities that I was never

himself in the throes of life in a Chinese public

exposed to before.”

school. At public school, there were limited opportunities and support to explore his passions and
connect with fellow peers, leading Steven and his

In Residence: Global Ambassador

family to look for other opportunities to expand his
life experiences. His calm demeanor and desire to

Since leaving public school in 2014 and joining the

cultivate a more wholesome academic and personal

ranks of other curious peers at Keystone, Steven has

life led him to Keystone, where he was attracted

grown to be a student role model not only for his

to the school’s unique educational infrastructure,

peers but also for his teachers and other members

mission statement, and bilingual environment,

of the faculty and staff at the school. His natural

allowing him to exercise his linguistic skills while

disposition is cheery yet pensive, and always

retaining and learning more about his Chinese

accompanied by an eagerness to help a classmate
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with a homework assignment, volunteer to lead a

endeavored to marry his interests with the Council

service learning project, or create innovative new

to bring new and exciting programs to students.

programs to diversify school offerings through

“In Grade 9, I became attracted to TED Talks,” he

Keystone’s Student Council organization.

explained. “All of the ideas presented were so
interesting, and I had never encountered anything

“I have now retired from the Student Council,”

like it before. During my student exchange in La

Steven joked. “But I was involved with the Student

Jolla (in San Diego, California), American students

Council since my first year at Keystone. When I was

would rush to share news or experiences and events

in public school, there weren’t many opportunities

upcoming during assembly. I wanted to bring that

to be actively involved in student organizations. I

culture back to Keystone.”

got my start here as a representative in the Student
Council. As the years went on, I became more

Steven’s desire to introduce his peers to new

confident in what I could do for the organization

ways of thinking and interacting with the world is

and aspired to pursue leadership positions within

evident through endeavors such as Talk Keystone,

Student Council.”

a program in which students can bring their ideas

As a former president of the Student Council, Steven

Through the Student Council, Steven was able to

to life and share their passions with the community.
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usher in a new culture of sharing at the Academy,

Before his student exchange, he had never left

laying the foundations for other programs to

China, let alone traveled to the US without the

blossom in the future.

guidance and support from his parents. By completely immersing himself in the American way of

“Student Council appealed to me because it encom-

life through La Jolla’s Host Family Program, he

passes all aspects of student life. Not just academic

learned to socialize with his adopted family in his

or residential, but everything related to students on

new host country and tackled challenges in a new

campus,” Steven remarked.

linguistic environment.
“In public school, and even at Keystone, making

Lessons from Across the Atlantic

friends was never a problem,” Steven said. “At La
Jolla, it was a bit of a challenge at first. However,

During Steven’s first semester in Grade 10, he

joining an American sport helped me discover

traveled from Beijing to California and attended La

commonalities with my fellow American peers.”

Jolla Country Day School in San Diego, California.
Learning in an exclusively English environment

Joining La Jolla’s cross-country club eventually

fostered a keen sense of independence in Steven.

inspired Steven to start a similar organization
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at Keystone. It was during these long, reflective

fit requires time and dedication to learning about

moments running along scenic beaches in California

each student and their particular needs. This

that this idea was born. What began as a CAS

methodology is crucial in assisting students to

(Creativity, Action, and Service) project quickly

find the right future environment where they can

developed into Keystone’s first cross country club.

continue their academic and personal endeavors

“Keystone doesn’t have a cross country club, so I’d

rity as global citizens, a defining characteristic of

while maintaining a strong sense of self and integnever done it before La Jolla,” Steven explained.

all Keystone graduates.

“At La Jolla, I chose that sport because it helped
me to integrate into the community there, build

During his quest, Steven turned to former peer

friendships, and aided a lot with my personal

Phoebe Sun, Keystone Class of 2018 and Middlebury

development. We trained every day and ran for

Class of 2022, who also embodied the spirit of

about 7 to 8 kilometers. As I continued with the

service and demonstrated the power of service

sport, I spent lots of time reflecting while running

learning at the Academy. After receiving confir-

along beautiful coastlines in California. Our club

mation from Phoebe that the Liberal Arts college

at Keystone started with very few members, but

had a great academic community that cultivated

now we’ve expanded to include teachers and even

small group discussions and supported students in

younger students. It’s a great way to explore the

their quest for intellectual expression and freedom,

local environment outside of the gates at Keystone

Steven submitted an early decision application

and immerse yourself in the local culture here.”

to Middlebury. The Keystone connection at the
college also proved to be a significant point of
interest, as it represents a home away from home

Middlebury College

for Steven. Upon receiving his acceptance letter,
he was delighted to know that a connection was

When it was time to apply to colleges and univer-

waiting for him across the Atlantic.

sities this academic year, his student exchange
experience in California was one of his prime moti-

When he arrives in the verdant hills of Vermont,

vators in applying to schools in the US.

Steven will study economics, a social science discipline deeply rooted in understanding humans and

“Everyone that I encountered in the US was so

the world that we shape. Naturally, he was inspired

passionate about the subjects that they were

to pursue Economics by his Keystone teacher, Mr.

teaching,” Steven said. “I really enjoy small group

Heitmann. “I always assumed economics was

discussions, which is a very unique teaching style

shrouded in bureaucracy, and I did not have a

that I found not only at Keystone but also at La

positive impression of economists,” Steven joked.

Jolla and I knew I wanted to continue that after my

“When I met Mr. Heitmann, I couldn’t believe that

time here.”

he studied Economics! He is always dressed in such
colorful clothes with quirky patterns. I became

Steven’s college and university research began

interested in the field because of him. He deepened

at home with Keystone’s inaugural graduating

my interest in the discipline through suggested

group, the Class of 2018. The Office of College

readings outside of the class syllabus, as well as his

Counseling, which offers highly personalized

passion for teaching the subject. I’m excited to take

guidance and support to all students and families

all that I’ve learned at Keystone to Middlebury, and

at the Academy, believes that each student is

I can’t wait to see what the future has in store for

unique and so is each school, so finding the right

me in the US.”
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Jasmin Zheng
—
With a voracious appetite for anthropology,
Jasmin anticipates to explore her interest
in the field at St. Andrew’s University.
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Jasmine Zheng
A Portrait of a Multifaceted
Young Woman

The Sky is Not the Limit

has taken advantage of every opportunity life has
given her since she arrived at Keystone several

In 1597, the 17th century English poet and play-

years ago.

wright William Shakespeare wrote The Merry Wives
of Windsor, his iconic work that produced one of the

Originally from Fujian Province, Jasmin was drawn

oldest adages in the English-speaking world:

to Keystone’s unique educational structure and
conducted intense research into the school before

“Why then the world’s mine oyster, which I with sword

presenting the case to her parents to allow her

will open.”

to attend the school. “I was really attracted to

This loosely translates to “The world is your oyster

educational structures,” Jasmin said. “I was espe-

Keystone because of the balance of the different
and is filled with endless possibilities if one chooses

cially drawn to the emphasis on Chinese culture. As

to embrace them.” This saying has since been

a Chinese student studying in China, I am happy

translated to other languages and remains ever

to be able to learn more about my own culture and

relevant throughout time and serves as inspiration

be proud of my own identity, as well as exploring

for the human imagination.

the world as a global citizen. Keystone gave me the
opportunity for not only self-exploration but also

For Grade 12 student Jasmin Zheng, this saying is

world exploration.”

a near perfect description of how she has chosen
to traverse her life so far. At first glance, Jasmin
appears to be a fairly timid, unassuming student,

A Scientist with a Flair for the Arts

not someone you would immediately describe as
adventurous, charismatic or go-getting. However,

One of Jasmine’s favorite academic subjects at

once you get to know her, you soon learn that

Keystone is science and she has excelled in her

Jasmine has indeed made the world her oyster and

Biology classes throughout her tenure at the
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Academy. Amina Burslem, her Biology teacher,
describes Jasmin as an “excellent” Biology student.

Jasmin’s novel The Flamboyant is a moving piece
of literature set against the backdrop of Fujian
during the 20th century. Her novel not only weaves

“For the Biology Internal Assessment, she designed

together personal family histories into a work of

an experiment about the bacteriostatic effect of

fiction interspersed with deep reflective moments

traditional Chinese medicine and tested plants such

of life through vividly imagined characters, it also

as honeysuckle, coptis chinensis and eight different

reflects the pride she has for her hometown.

kinds of traditional Chinese medicine herbs on the
inhibitory effect of E. coli. If she chooses, she will be
an excellent scientist some day!” Mrs. Burslem said.

Jasmin’s interests in the arts are not only limited to
writing. She spearheaded the marketing campaigns
for Keystone’s first student-led theater production,

During her junior year at the Academy, Jasmin par-

Junzi, joined the performance, and coached her

ticipated in the International Genetic Engineering

other peers during the production process.

Machine Competition (iGEM) organized by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Working

Jasmin’s various interests and pursuits, from the

alongside students from other schools in Beijing,

sciences to the arts, are ultimately reflections of

Jasmin acted as captain of the team and led her

her myriad identities. From helping to establish

members on a project that incorporated biosyn-

Keystone’s first cross-country athletic club, to

thetic methods to study mosquitos in order to

coaching students in Keystone’s BRIDGE club,

create a mosquito repellant that would be harmless

Jasmin’s roles as student, artist, scientist, actor,

to humans.

and stage manager encompass her philosophy of

It is not only the subject of Biology in which she has

and running with that.

taking advantage of everything that life has to offer
thrived, however. Jasmin honed her writing skills
at the Academy and found the perfect platform
to share her talents. In Grade 10, she proved her

Leading in Service

literary prowess when she published a novel for
her International Baccalaureate Personal Project.

Jasmin’s genuine desire to serve and help others is

She was also inspired by her other extracurricular

most evident in her service-oriented roles at the

pursuits such as working as a writer for the stu-

Academy. As a first-time residential student, she

dent-led publication The Voice, being a member

empathized with students who were also living

of Keystone’s Poetry Club, hosting the Education

away from home for the first time. She also served

Salon Series, and actively participating in the

as a Dorm Proctor on her floor.

Residential Life Weekend Exploration Series.
“I am retired now,” Jasmin joked, “but I initially
“I’ve read many books throughout my life,” Jasmin

decided to become a proctor because I wanted to

began, “But I never dared to write a novel of my

help other students acclimate to Keystone. When

own. However, it was always a passion of mine and

I first arrived, the transition was a bit difficult for

Keystone gave me the opportunity to share this

me. Being a dorm proctor allowed me to connect

with my peers. My novel is a simple story about

with my peers outside of the classroom and it was

my hometown in Fujian, a small town that is well

a great way to involve students in the Keystone

known for tourism but not for its history. It was

community.”

difficult for me to find resources about my town but
once I did, it was a story that I had to write.”

Jasmin has taken advantage of the international
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educational conferences that take place around the

sports equipment such as soccer balls and frisbees

world. In October 2018, a delegation of Keystone

were given out to help keep the students active and

students travelled to Ottawa, Canada to attend a

engaged through physical activities. Books were

conference set up by the Round Square Organization,

also donated to a local school classroom, courtesy

a federation of nearly 200 like-minded and

of parents who had purchased used books from

socially-conscious schools of which Keystone is a

the Roundabout Charity Organization in Shunyi,

member. “By attending this conference, I learned

Beijing.

about so many different global perspectives. I have
experienced diversity through other programs that

“Jasmin has a strong link to who she is and she

I have attended. However, students in the Round

possesses deep understanding, broad knowledge,

Square Organization are special. They are more

and tangible respect for what it is to be Chinese,

willing to speak with other people regardless of

with its thousands of years of literature, philos-

race, background or nationality. By speaking with

ophy, culture,” Patricia Power, Jasmin’s Theory

them throughout this conference, I gained so much

of Knowledge Teacher and IB Extended Essay

knowledge from different parts of the world,”

Coordinator, said. “At Keystone, she has been given

Jasmine said.

a very strong platform from which to see the world.

One of Jasmin’s longest service initiatives during

and their culture in this way, and it gives her the

her tenure at the Academy has been her active

certainty from which to view the world.”

Few young people know this about themselves

involvement in the annual service trip to Nepal.
Each year, students are selected by a council com-

“She is curious and she doesn’t show this in a loud or

prised of teachers and students to attend a service

‘pick me’ kind of way but in an steady, assured way,”

trip whose goal is to help a community in need.

Mrs. Power continued. “She has this ability to bring

Attending this global service trip has been one of

other people on this journey with her. I don’t know

the highlights of her time on campus.

why or how but she does. And this is what makes
her a great learner.”

During the 2019 Nepal Spring Talent Concert at
Keystone, students sung, danced, and acted to
raise funds to purchase materials for the Nepalese

The Journey Continues

community during their service trip. The delegation painted classrooms in bright colors, animating

Jasmin

has

been

accepted

by

St.

Andrew’s

the environment to stimulate and improve the

University in Scotland, famous for producing grad-

Nepalese students’ learning experience. Students

uates such as the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.

organized and taught mathematics, Chinese, and

The flexibility of the curriculum at St. Andrew’s,

even personal hygiene classes to students in a local

where she intends to study Anthropology and East

school in the hilltop municipality of Bandipur.

Asian Languages, will allow Jasmine to continue to
explore her passions and other academic interests

In another service initiative project that Jasmin

while also completing more service work in her

spearheaded, the group even provided each

new community. “I’m looking forward to studying

student a hygiene pack filled with toiletries as a

in a new country,” Jasmin said. “I feel like this will

supplement to their hygiene course. In addition,

be another chapter in the book of my life.”
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School News Round-Up
2018 JUNE

AUGUST

OCTOBER

A Keystone Academy
Publication

Local Culture in A World School: The Chinese Thread at Keystone Academy

A World School
The Chinese Thread
at Keystone Academy

Keystone Students Win Wushu Competition » Key-

Keystone’s Growing Body of Literature » Key-

The Academy Hosts Its First Student-Led Confer-

stone primary school students competed in a Wushu

stone has introduced a special, updated publication to

ence » Keystone hosted its first-ever student-led

competition jointly organized by the Beijing Sports

members of the community, written by two found-

Global Issues Network (GIN) Conference on campus

Bureau, the Beijing Sports Federation, and the Chi-

ing members of the Academy, Sally Booth and Dai

on October 19-20. The conference centered around

nese Martial Arts Association. A total of 185 teams

Min. Local Culture in a World School: The Chinese Thread

global issues such as water scarcity due to political

and over 4,000 primary and middle school students

at Keystone Academy chronicles the journey of our

conflicts, war, pollution, drought, climate change,

participated in the competition. Keystone’s delega-

community across all divisions and delves into how

and disease. Guest speakers from around the world

tion of students consisted of 41 members, 35 from the

Keystone’s Chinese Thread is weaved into every aspect

including South Sudanese philanthropist Salva Dut,

Primary School and 6 from the Middle School, in 26

of school life. In a weekly address to the community,

participated in the conference. An array of workshops

different level competitions. Students received high

Head of School Malcolm McKenzie wrote, “Creat-

led by students and faculty also took place around

accolades, with 14 students receiving first place, 10

ing this book gave us the opportunity to understand

campus during the weekend. Students and staff

students placing in second, and 10 students placing

this unique approach to ‘world school’ education. We

shared knowledge on these issues through interac-

third. The Academy also placed 5th among the 185

wish to document our innovations and to share them.

tive workshops and project-based learning modules

teams and received the Children’s Wushu Contribu-

Everyone in the greater Keystone family has been and

and raised awareness of social problems that directly

tion Award. Special thanks to Wushu teacher Mr. Jim

will continue to be involved, in various ways, in this

affect everyone.

Mao for his tireless dedication to the students, and for

exciting project. Please play your part as a weaver of

embodying the art of Wushu at Keystone.

this beautiful cloth.”

NOVEMBER

2019 JANUARY

JANUARY

Keystone’s New Scholarship Program » Keystone

Experiencing the Magic of Melodies » The Keystone

Keystone’s First Science Fair » Grade 11 students,

Academy has announced the launch of the Key-

community rang in the New Year with a celebration

Cady Feng, Aurora Yu, Doris Li, and Francis Liu orga-

stone Scholars Program, a merit-based scholarship

of the magic of music at the Performing Arts Cen-

nized Keystone’s first Science Fair, which allowed all

for highly motivated and talented students from

tre. Conductor Chai Liang and the Chinese Opera

students to develop and hone their scientific skills

around the world who endeavor to expand their hori-

and Dance Theatre Symphony Orchestra performed

and a platform to present their scientific findings to

zons by choosing to pursue a Keystone education in

a variety of classical tunes, alongside exquisite per-

the Keystone community. For several weeks, students

Beijing. The program is one of the Academy’s most

formances by Pianist Song Siheng, Cellist Zhu Yibing,

conducted scientific experiments and then chronicled

competitive and distinguished scholarships, which

and Violinist Huang Bin. The musicians enchanted the

their findings in journals. Secondary School teacher

represents the highest level of scholarship, leader-

audience with a masterful number of classical music

Mr. Sawhney said, “Every single project that was

ship, and service.

compositions.

displayed had something unique about it, and the science behind it was intriguing and exciting. What was
fascinating was the amount of enthusiasm the middle
school students demonstrated when presenting their
projects and the number of people who showed up to
support the first-ever science fair at Keystone.”
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JANUARY

Students’

Mathematics

Prowess

»

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Keystone

Turning Over a New Leaf: A Change in School Lead-

International Fitness Coaches and Models Visit

students represented the Academy in several math-

ership » Head of School Malcolm McKenzie has told

Keystone » Keystone has welcomed two special

ematics competitions across the world. 69 of our

the community about changes in the next school year,

guests to talk about the importance of health and fit-

students from Grades 6 to 8 participated in the AMC8

including the departure of a beloved member of the

ness to middle school students. Tony Nicholson and

(American Math Competition 8) held in Novem-

Academy, Associate Head of School David Beare. McK-

Ulisses Williams, Jr. positively influence millions of

ber 2018. Among the thousands of student delegates

enzie also wrote to inform the community of other

people as two of the top trainers and fitness experts

from approximately 6,000 participating schools, eight

senior leadership roles at the Academy, including the

in the world. Tony and Ulisses both had a clear mes-

Keystone students were recognized and awarded the

departure of Dean of Residential Life and Global and

sage to our middle school students: Healthy habits

top 5% in the world. In the Math League Competition

Service Initiatives, Dr. Juli James, and Head of Primary

and building a healthy lifestyle begin now and being

held in the following month, Keystone’s 84 delegates

School, Mary Jew. He wrote, “Although these are sea-

physically and mentally healthy takes a lot of hard

from Grades 6 to 11 participated in the first round,

sons of change, always accompanied by some anxiety,

work, and at the end of the day, the choice is yours to

and 53 of them went through in the second round of

they are also times of thanks, celebration, and antic-

make. Ulisses and Tony both challenged students and

the contest.

ipation at Keystone.” We sincerely thank Mr. Beare,

the community to make efforts to positively motivate

Mrs. Jew, and Mrs. James for their dedication and

their peers and family to get more physically active

commitment to the community at Keystone and send

through simple exercises that all the students tried

well wishes on their new life journeys!

out together. Special thanks to Tony and Ulisses for
coming to Keystone to share their passion for health!

MARCH

APRIL

JUNE

THE HEART OF OUR LEARNING JOURNEY » The

Keystone hosts a Youth Education Forum » Key-

New Keystone Board of Trustee Member » Key-

Keystone Multi-Purpose Hall has been transformed

stone Academy has hosted the inaugural US-China

stone Academy has appointed Carol Li Rafferty as the

into an exhibition space for the annual IB Diploma

Youth Forum on Youth Education, organized by Alpha

newest member of the Board of Trustees. Ms. Raf-

Programme Core Exhibition as Grade 12 students

Partners Education. Over 100 students and 66 edu-

ferty, a long-term friend of Keystone, has supported

presented their IBDP Theory of Knowledge (TOK);

cators from 47 schools across 13 Chinese provinces

the Academy’s growth and development since 2014 as

Extended Essay (EE); and Creativity, Activity, and

and 9 US states participated in panel discussions

a member of the Board of Advisors. Ms. Rafferty was

Service (CAS) projects to an audience of teachers,

on the effects of internationalization, technology,

born in Hong Kong and moved to the United States

parents, faculty, staff, and incoming G12 seniors.

and inequality on education. Students also attended

to attend boarding school. She graduated with hon-

The breadth of topics studied by the outgoing stu-

breakout sessions on one of the 10 pressing topics in

ors from Yale University with degrees in Economics

dents showcased the strength of the inquisitive and

global education.

and International Studies and went on to receive a

inquiry-based learning that occurs at Keystone and

Juris Doctorate from Stanford University, where she

demonstrated the diversity of intellectual interests

was the editor of the Stanford Law Review.

the students possess.
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Meet Our Teachers

In Pursuit of
Teachable Moments
with Trisha Power
Compassionate Educator, Global Humanitarian,
and Intrepid Leader

“In order to find yourself, you need to lose yourself in service to others.”
— Leymah Gbowee

For over thirty years, Trisha Power has made the classroom her home. Her infectious
passion for education and dedication to bridging cultures through service has taken
her around the world, from the ancient streets of Istanbul to the calming shores of
Mooloolaba, Australia and finally to the bustling hills of Shunyi in Beijing. She has
held many roles at Keystone including Residential Advisor, Experiential Learning
Program Chaperone, Teacher-Librarian, IB Theory of Knowledge teacher, and IB
Extended Essay Coordinator. She proudly embodies Keystone’s Five Shared Values
while imparting her knowledge to students both in and out of the classroom.
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Defining Teachable Moments

teachers,” Trisha said. “I often think about my
grandmother… everything was always a teaching

Trisha Power’s office is nestled between shelves

moment with her.” Trisha fondly recounts memo-

of books and rows of educational magazines and

ries of applying statistical techniques to Australian

in a corner of Keystone’s High School library. The

derby races and using arithmetic to measure milk

windows, facing south, allow for abundant light

quantities when baking goods with her grand-

to filter through, illuminating her office all year

mother. These childhood experiences eventually

round. This is a reflection of her personality, lumi-

led her to obtain a Bachelor of Arts and a Teaching

nous, expansive, and always acting with purpose.

Diploma from Griffith University. Keen to merge her

Inspired by the leading women in her family,

teaching credentials with her interest in academic

Trisha’s fascination with education began in the

research, she returned to university and obtained

very place she was born: Australia. Born Patricia

a Graduate Diploma in Teacher-Librarianship in

Valentine, she gleams with pride when speaking

1989 from Brisbane College of Advanced Education.

about the influence of the women in her family.
For the next three decades, her educational journey
“I come from a family of really strong women. My

took her to Turkey, where she worked as a language

mother, my grandmother, and my aunt were all

acquisition teacher, preparing students to study
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their entire curriculum in English. She later worked

academically and personally. “She always shares

and volunteered in an Australian Indigenous com-

her knowledge and experience with everyone, not

munity as a teacher-librarian and developed and

just the students,” Kacy said. “She takes on more

managed resources as the Head Teacher-Librarian

responsibility than she actually needs to. When

and Head of Department Resources for a newly

working with Extended Essay students, she uses

minted International Baccalaureate (IB) program

her personal time to assist the students. The way

in Queensland, Australia before eventually arriving

she talks with the students and the devotion she

in China. Her time in China has expanded her world

shows to her work stems from her compassionate

view and enabled her to apply strong leadership

nature.”

skills with compassion in a completely new environment. Trisha stands firmly by her message that

Trisha always encourages students to pursue their

teaching is not solely relegated to the classroom or

academic passions and she provides students with

to those who have the luxury of holding positions

the necessary skills to develop a strong sense of

as teachers.

empowerment on their educational journeys. “The
biggest difference Mrs. Power makes is that she

“We are all teachers,” Trisha remarked. “There are

often guides us to think critically about what we

a lot of teaching moments that don’t only happen

have learned, whether through group discussions

in the classroom. For example, during Keystone’s

or individually,” Grade 12 student Cindy Liang said.

Experiential Learning Program trips, the teachable

“Now that I have completed my IB Extended Essay

moments are the ones where you learn with the

and have had the chance to do academic research, I

student outside of the classroom and then reflect

feel empowered by the infinite learning opportuni-

deeply about those experiences together.”

ties and knowledge that she guided me to.”
“Sometimes, we think we can just learn by reading a

Lessons from the Classroom

book or learn by being in a classroom… but there are

and Cultivating Curiosity

so many places and ways to learn. Our current edu-

As an experienced librarian, Trisha makes excellent

to view curiosity in different ways,” Trisha said.

cational system does not encourage that so we have
use of her background in academic research to

“There are lots of opportunities [at Keystone] and

increase student engagement in the classroom and

the diversity of speakers that come to the school

foster intellectual curiosity. At Mountain Creek

is fantastic. Students make amazing connections

Senior High School in Mooloolaba in Queensland,

here that feed into that creative and curious spirit.

she was the IBDP Coordinator for 150 students. She

It is wonderful to be able to nurture that in our

developed strong curriculum offerings based on

students.”

student interest, staffing expertise, and university
and career requirements. She introduced new subjects such as theatre, environmental systems, and

Conscious Educator

psychology, and partnered with nearby universities
to assist students in their research and method-

“As an educator, I think you’ve got to have the

ological practices for their IB Extended Essay topics.

confidence that you don’t know everything but that

At Keystone, she teaches IB Theory of Knowledge

osity to give back,” Trisha commented. “It’s about

you’ve still got something to give and the generwith Director of Libraries, Kacy Song, using

taking yourself out of the center and seeing what

her past experiences to guide her students both

someone else may need. I’ve been involved in many
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large service projects throughout my educational

literacy rates and promoting a strong culture of

career and the one in particular that stands out to

reading and appreciation for literature in the school

me is the time I spent serving a small community

community. However, her experiences tailoring to

with a large Indigenous student population in

the needs of her students is what really led to her

Australia.”

passion for student development outside of the
classroom and laid the foundations for the begin-

At Kuranda District State College in Queensland,

ning of a life-changing service project at Kuranda.

Trisha established a resource center and a cooperative skill development program for students in

She and the staff at Kuranda District State College

Grades 8 to 12, primarily catering to a small commu-

hired a school nurse who medically evaluated

nity with a large number of Australian indigenous

students from indigenous families. “Initially, the

students. In this position, she frequently liaised

students were afraid to go to the school nurse and

with the parent community, developing good com-

she had absolutely no visitors. So, we began to

munication skills and cultivating her leadership

follow our Grade 8 students when they did their

skills. As the Head Foundation Teacher–Librarian,

hearing tests and we found that there were a few

she supported academic programs, increasing

elements that completely changed the students’
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lives. We learned that there were very real, tangible

a plethora of avenues to critically engage with

problems and we were able to get the students

students, one of which is the annual Experiential

the adequate treatment they deserved,” Trisha

Learning Program.

explained. “Fast forward to six months later and
that initial hesitation had turned into long lines

The Experiential Learning Program is an important

of people waiting to receive tests and treatments.

component of Keystone’s academic framework

And not just students! Aunts and uncles and even

and is one of the primary ways in which the school

grandparents were coming as well. It was a very

teaches students to be active in their participation

proud moment for our community!”

in the world at large and become leaders in their

Trisha’s humanitarian spirit followed her to China,

the spring term, a delegation of Keystone students

where she became actively involved in Keystone’s

and faculty travel off-campus to a region in China.

homes and future communities. Each year during

student-led service projects and Experiential

The trips have planned itineraries in the form of

Learning

outdoor activities, culturally immersive experi-

Program,

enthusiastically

imparting

teachable moments inside the classroom and

ences, and service aspects.

beyond.
In 2017, Trisha accompanied Grade 10 students on a
The Experiential Learning Program trips are a

camping trip and in 2018 she traveled to Miao Liang

series of much-anticipated excursions throughout

with Grade 12 students for the IBDP group 4 project.

the academic year that aim to challenge students

During the 2017-2018 academic year, Trisha

outside of the classroom environment and foster

attended the Grade 9 ELP trip to Anhui Province

confidence and collective learning. Providing

and worked with a small group of students as

support and guidance to students is an act of

lead advisor. She traveled with the group as they

service during these programs, and Trisha's empa-

investigated local art and architecture, explored

thetic leadership style provides a safe space for

a traditional maritime town, and participated in

growth. In addition, her dedication to student-led

brush making and ink block making workshops.

initiatives on campus highlights her passion for
the well-being of her students, one of her most
endearing traits.

“I have been the teacher chaperone on the Nepal
global service trip for two years now. This trip is
unique because it is student-led, which means that

“Mrs. Power is not only a teacher who shares her

the students make decisions about the nature of

knowledge with students; she is also like a mother

the trip, communicate with the in-country leader,

figure,” Grade 12 student Carolina Huang said.

decide on the itinerary, and develop a budget,”

“She pays attention to the learning and growth of

Trisha explained. “It is a great opportunity for

all of her students. Like a mother, she listens to our

students to learn about service and leadership

stories and struggles, educating us in ways beyond

outside of the classroom. Connections immediately

academic life, and prepares us for the future after

begin to form when our students sit down with

our academic studies.”

the Nepalese to do simple things such as playing
music, participating in hygiene lessons, and even
painting and other art activities. For the students,

Service Learning and Teaching at Keystone

it isn’t just about extensively preparing resources

Preparing students for a life of service and learning

and sharing an invaluable learning experience.

to lead compassionately is always at the forefront

That was a teachable moment for us all.”

beforehand but also about being in a small group

of Trisha's teaching. For her, Keystone offers
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“Wushu Is Not
What You Think It Is!”
In Dialogue with Wushu Teacher
Mao Xiaokun

When people think about Wushu (martial arts) practitioners, they often think of the
Kungfu masters depicted in popular movies and TV shows, a monk living in quiet
seclusion or a hermit with an idiosyncratic personality and rich interior life.
After finishing their Wushu class, students at Keystone enthusiastically run out of
their classrooms. Behind them follows the smiling face of their Wushu teacher, Mao
Xiaokun.
Mr. Mao, dressed in a gray Chinese-style buttoned outfit, has a gentle, modest
personality that is distinctive of Wushu practitioners. Born into a family of Wushu
masters, Mr. Mao practiced the martial art at a Kungfu school in his hometown
from childhood. Because of this love for Wushu, he chose to study Wushu alongside
education during his college and postgraduate education. Before joining Keystone,
Mr. Mao taught at the ISF Academy in Hong Kong. Today, he has been teaching
Wushu at Keystone for almost four years.
Speaking of his childhood, Mr. Mao recalls the hardships of Wushu training but it is
clear that he has a strong sense of fulfillment. Having weathered many difficulties,
Mr. Mao is now bringing the nourishment of Wushu to the next generation here at
Keystone. Wushu is his legacy.
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factors and features that define Wushu — they are

What is Wushu?

only a manifestation of Wushu. The wisdom and
For many people who have never been exposed to

spirit that have been passed down over thousands

it, Wushu is as curious and mysterious as it is in

of years are the real soul of Wushu.”

the movies. Hearing this, Mr. Mao laughed and said
that many people misunderstand Wushu. Some

As a form of performance, Wushu is highly artistic.

believe that after they have studied Wushu that

The boxing demonstration Mr. Mao performed

they can win any fight. Others think that Wushu is

is a perfect combination of strength and beauty,

just a series of beautiful yet impractical poses. So,

power and softness, confidence and modesty. Even

what is Wushu? Is it a skill or an art?

someone with no prior knowledge of Wushu can
immediately sense its charm and rhythm.

Mr. Mao said that Wushu did start as a military
skill. However, with the continuous advancement

“People don’t just misunderstand Wushu, they also

of science and technology, the combat function of

misunderstand the people who practice it,” Mr.

Wushu has decreased and it has gradually trans-

Mao said. “Wushu practitioners are not always as

formed into a kind of performance or competitive

stone-faced or serious as some may think. When
teaching Wushu, I am, of course, strict with my

sport.

students to help them learn its spirit, but privately,
“Free fighting is a kind of Wushu competition,” Mr.

I’m just like my peers, I like going out to eat and

Mao explained, “And it is not the same as the fights

drink with my friends. Outside of Wushu, I have

you see in the movies. The movies use exaggerated

many other hobbies, such as football, badminton,

forms of expression to represent the cultural

swimming, and outdoor sports like mountain
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“I enjoy each 40-minute session with the children.

climbing, skiing, and skateboarding.”

During that time, I don’t need to think too much.
All I need to do is to focus on teaching them new
knowledge in a better way. Every kid is an indepen-

In the Wushu Classroom

dent individual and they each have their strengths.
At Keystone, Mr. Mao teaches Wushu from kin-

Even though I sometimes face difficulties in my

dergarten to Grade 10. Teaching Wushu to school

teaching, seeing my children grow up gives me a

children isn’t easy, however. Children sometimes

sense of achievement,” he said.

find it difficult to concentrate and lack will power,
both of which are key to success in Wushu so teachers need to dedicate a lot of time and patience.

Mr. Mao has a unique teaching method to pique
interest in Wushu in the children. Take preschool
children as an example. Mr. Mao combines Wushu

“For all these years, I have never once been bored,”

with Tang Dynasty poems. For example, there is a

Mr. Mao said, his eyes sparkling.

boxing set called “Ode to Goose”, which combines

It’s hard to imagine that someone wouldn’t be

of boxing. The children read out the poems while

bored after teaching the same course for ten years,

learning the movements. This not only reinforces

but for Mr. Mao, every day and every lesson brings

their memory of the poems but also stimulates their

the poem “Ode to Goose” with the movements

something new. Sometimes, the children are

interest in learning Wushu. It helps them to feel

naughty and even a simple movement will need to

the rhythm of Wushu and master the coordination

be corrected many times. However, Mr. Mao said he

between the movements and the pace of breathing.

cherishes the time spent with the children.
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Third-grader Kong Fanrong now has an excellent

among the criteria for assessment. Only after

understanding of Wushu after studying with Mr.

passing several rounds of assessment are the best

Mao. The boy’s punches and kicks are full of spirit

students selected to join the Wushu team.

and energy, making him a great example of how the
fine tradition of Wushu is carried forward through

The Keystone Wushu Team currently has 56 stu-

the generations and passed on into the future.

dents and four teachers, including Mr. Mao. Mr.
Mao explained that everyone on the Wushu team,
regardless of age or grade, practices and learns

Opening a New Horizon

and supervises each other. The younger children

To provide more intensive, comprehensive learn-

older students are encouraged by this sense of

ing opportunities for students who love Wushu, Mr.

responsibility to do better in their practice. This

see the older students as role models, while the

Mao set up the Keystone Wushu Team in 2015. Here,

undoubtedly strengthens the unity of the Wushu

children can learn more about Wushu.

team and the students’ sense of belonging.

The members of the Wushu team were composed

There are always some students who want to give

of selected students from Grades 2 to 12. Mr. Mao

up and in these cases, Mr. Mao will use all the

said that the basic condition for selection is a love

means at his disposal to encourage them. “This

for Wushu. Only a real passion for the practice can

also happened to me when I was younger. I know

bring out the best training performance.

how hard it is to practice Wushu and it is normal to

That said, as a professional Wushu team, there

they will just give up. However, if they keep going,

are also more stringent selection conditions: leg

they will be grateful to themselves when they grow

strength, flexibility, and body coordination are

up,” he explained.

feel like quitting. If nobody gives them a push, then
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Every year, Mr. Mao and other teachers from the

educational philosophy and curriculum.

school team will take their students to Wushu competitions in Beijing and other cities across China.

“Take the simple fist and palm salute as an example,”

Their purpose is simple: to provide children with

Mr. Mao said. “This is not a casual action; it carries

the opportunity to present and practice their skills.

a lot of ancient wisdom and philosophy. The left

Mr. Mao believes that participation in competitions

palm covers the right palm, because the Chinese

is a valuable life experience for the children. From

people mainly use the right hand, while the right

the nervousness facing their first competition to

fist is a symbol of brave warriors. Putting the left

the calm confidence going into their latter experi-

hand on the right hand means ‘stop attacking’,

ences, the students grow up step-by-step through

which reflects the Chinese tradition of treating

the competitions. This experience greatly improves

each other with courtesy.”

the children’s ability to adapt and face pressure.
The opportunity to perform on a bigger stage

As one saying goes, “Stopping conflict is the essence

outside of the school campus also opens their eyes

of Wushu”, since this martial art was invented to

and boosts their self-confidence.

protect China from invasion and achieve the goal of
maintaining peace.

The members of the Wushu team have performed
well in several competitions. At the 15th Beijing

From its origins, development, and evolution

Children’s Wushu Competition in June last year,

to the classification and details of every posture

the Keystone Wushu team won 14 gold medals

and weapon, every aspect of Wushu is intricately

and 10 silver medals, and received an award

entwined with Chinese culture.

for “Contributions to Promoting Wushu Among
Children.” Both the teachers and parents are

In the future, Keystone’s Chinese students will

delighted with this achievement, which rewards

probably leave their home country and explore the

the children's hard work and spurs them to aim for

world. Before they do that, they must understand

new heights.

their own culture and be proud of where they come
from.

Wushu: Chinese Cultural Heritage

When asked why they chose to join the team, the
students’ responses were simple and often very

Learning Wushu helps the students strengthen

similar: they enjoy practicing Wushu, they are

their body and cultivate a calm temperament.

happy to study it with a team, and their progress

However, for Mr. Mao, the Chinese cultural ele-

gives them a great sense of fulfillment. Whatever

ments contained in the practice of Wushu are just

the reason, they are all inseparable from the efforts

as important, if not more so. Children who attend

of Mr. Mao and the other Wushu teachers. Only

Keystone all have an international vision, a global

such dedicated teachers can produce students who

awareness, and a spirit of questioning and explor-

are willing to learn and enjoy learning.

ing. However, teaching children the profound
traditions of Chinese culture and helping them

Learning Wushu is a long and arduous journey, but

build their own cultural identity is one of the three

it is also something worth fighting for. It is hoped

cornerstones of Keystone education.

that all the children will, like Mr. Mao, be grateful
to themselves for the persistent efforts that they

In Mr. Mao’s words, Wushu is a key part of the

have put in.

Chinese Thread that runs through Keystone’s
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“Growing with, and
for your children”
In Conversation with
One of Keystone’s Founding Families

“Parents and children have equal personalities,
but fate has given us different roles.
We must watch after each other, help each other, and grow together.”
— Zhao Lumin, Keystone Founding Parent

Growing with your children is one of the best forms of education. For Zhao Yuntong
and Zhao Xinyue, they can certainly attest to this philosophy.
Whether it’s Keystone’s spring or autumn concerts, theater performances,
educational salons, and other school-wide activities, one can always see Zhao Lumin,
Cao Xiaojing, their two rosy-cheeked daughters, eagerly participating in events on
campus. Sometimes, their eldest daughter commands the attention of the audience
from the stage, receiving rounds of applause for her theatrical performance. For this
family, enjoying an autumn concert and spending quality time together are a part of
their family philosophy.
Zhao Yuntong, the eldest daughter who is currently a Grade 11 student at the
Academy, has a calm demeanor and introspective nature. Zhao Xinyue, the youngest
of the clan and most outgoing, is currently a Grade 5 student in Keystone’s Primary
School. Their father Zhao Lumin and mother Cao Xiaojing both graduated from The
University of International Business and Economics in Beijing, China. Zhao Lumin
currently works in an international investment company.
Five years ago, they boldly chose a new school, Keystone, and became one of the
Academy’s founding families. Now, they still choose to walk hand in hand with
Keystone, taking confident strides with their daughters, and content with their
initial decision.
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As one of the founding families of Keystone, you have

care. They should also have the capacity to love.

enrolled two children in the Academy. What influenced
your decision to send two of your children to Keystone?

Robby: I believe that all men are created equal.

Parents and children have equal personalities, but
Cao Xiaoping (Cherry): Our daughters are six years

fate has given us different roles. Parents or children

apart in age. When we first joined Keystone, our

must do their very best to balance each other. We

children were transitioning into Keystone’s Middle

must watch after each other, help each other, and

School and Grade 1 of the Primary School.

grow together.

My husband and I graduated from the University

Oftentimes we say, "The best education is to grow up with

of International Business and Economics and

our children.”

therefore we have been exposed to working
internationally and have engaged in business with

Cherry: Yes, I agree. As parents, we influence and

people from other countries and cultures. Our

learn from each other while growing up with

primary criteria in our decision in choosing a school

our children. What children really need is a pair

for our daughters was that we wanted to send them

of loving parents, two free souls, who can play

to an international school. Keystone is a school that

together, exercise together, learn together and

matched our educational philosophy on that front.

grow together. Our educational philosophy is to
guide our children with our hands and actions, and

In the 2013 Beijing School Choice Exhibition, I

when they no longer need to see the world through

listened to the Head of School Malcolm McKenzie’s

our eyes, they have achieved ultimate growth.

speech and met with the other members of
Keystone’s senior leadership team. After com-

Zhao Xinyue (Joanne): I am looking forward to the

municating with them, my husband and I became

future at Keystone. I hope there will be more inter-

more convinced that Keystone will expand our

esting activities here. I remember each year we

children’s world view and prepare them well for a

have fun and interesting school activities such as

global future. Today, five years later, the facts have

Crazy Hair Day and Twins Day. I hope we have more

proved that we made the right choice.

of these and that they improve as time goes on!

Zhao Lumin (Robby): I first heard about Keystone in

Zhao Yuntong (Joya): I am a Grade 11 student this year.

2012. At that time, I felt that it was a dream school.

I really want to step out of my comfort zone more

It matched our family dreams and we believe in the

in the next two years and try to explore different

mission of the Academy. Looking back, we made

areas of life at Keystone. It’s important for me to

our dreams come true together.

maximize my time here and take advantage of all
the opportunities the school has to offer.

What is your philosophy regarding a ‘family education’?
What do you think is the most important thing in a child's

I also hope to dedicate more time to the service

education? What are your expectations for your children's

projects I am currently working on so that they can
become one of the service traditions at Keystone

growth?

after I leave and have a greater impact on more
Cherry: For children, I think the most important

people.

thing is to allow the freedom of the body and mind
so that they can express themselves freely. It’s

It’s obvious that the Zhao family is very loving. Could you

important that children understand restraint and

share with us some special family moments and why they
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is actually a wonderful experience. She’s helped me

stand out to you?

to realize that as humans we are all so complex, and
Cherry: I clearly remember the first day of school

I no longer have a very limited understanding and

when our daughters arrived at Keystone. At that

opinion of others.

time, we were worried that they would cry and be
very uncomfortable in such a new environment.

Your children are six years apart in age. And as children

My sister accompanied me, holding my hand as

grow, disagreements are inevitable. How do you solve

I watched them walk through the iron gates. I

disagreements that arise between your daughters?

hold this memory close to my heart because of
Keystone.

Cherry: Our eldest daughter was very strict with

her sister when she was younger, but now they get
Robby: There are so many stories to share! I would

along much better. She also enjoys taking an active

like to sincerely thank all of the people who have

role in her younger sister’s education, and teaches

helped us at Keystone throughout the years.

her through her life experiences. For example, she

Teachers, parents, and children all know and

has already been through elementary school and

understand the value of saying thank you.

understands the pressures that her younger sister
may face.

How do you think your daughters positively influence each
Robby: There is a big age difference between our two

other?

children and their personalities are very different.
Cherry: Our two daughters have very different per-

As parents, it’s important to make the most of your

sonalities. Our oldest daughter is very calm; she’s

time and spend as much time with your children as

very rooted in her ideas and is very focused on

possible.

her interests. Our younger daughter, on the other
hand, is very outgoing, builds and maintains good

What are the advantages and challenges of educating

relationships, and is highly emotionally intelligent.

children at different stages of growth?

Our youngest really looks up to her older sister. The
elder is currently the President of Keystone’s Round

Having two children in the same school does have

Square Organization, and her younger sister often

a major advantage. We don't make the same mis-

participates in activities led by the organization.

takes that we made with our oldest daughter. We
can also have a more comprehensive understand-

The youngest knew that her sister was the stage

ing of the teaching staff in Keystone’s Middle and

manager of a play, and when we went to see the

High School and have complete confidence in their

theater performance she paid very careful atten-

teaching abilities.

tion to it. When she introduced her sister to her
classmates, everyone admired that Zhao Xinyue

The real challenge is that our children are 6 years

had such a wonderful sister. Our oldest daughter

apart. They have completely different personalities

has learned a lot from her younger sister. She’s

and have different approaches to education.

become more delicate and handles her feelings
with teachers and classmates very well.

In general, we are very proud to have two children
at different growth stages, because they give us the

Joya: My sister’s personality is so different from

chance to experience different lives.

mine. She loves sports and craves competition, and
I do not. Having a sister with a different personality
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Your family plays such an active in Keystone’s various

Joya: Every year Keystone organizes experiential

cultural, artistic, theatrical and community activities.

learning trips, service learning trips, and global

What influence do you think this has on yourself and your

service programs. For example, we’ve helped local

children?

villagers in Laos build holiday homes so that they
can become economically independent. I’ve accom-

Cherry: We admire Keystone’s professional faculty

panied Mr. Watts to climb Mount Kilimanjaro in

and staff, the beautiful facilities, and excellent

Tanzania. During our trip, we exchanged thoughts

senior leadership management team. For us,

and held discussions about the environment,

however, the most important thing for our family

but also taught in local schools in Tanzania. At

are the art activities offered by the school.

Keystone, I was the President of the Round Square

For example, Keystone’s “I Love Artists” and

together with my classmates.

Organization. I’ve initiated several service projects
Education Salon organized by the Marketing
and Communication Department bring excellent

Everyone has a different definition of service, and it

musicians, theater directors, poets, painters, and

takes different forms. Your actions make the world

playwrights to Keystone to have close contact with

a better place, and even if you think you are using

parents and students. This not only broadened our

your talents in small ways, it is still a big contri-

children's horizon, but our parents also benefited

bution to the world. Those are the most valuable

from these experiences.

services, ones in which you use your gifts to help
others.

Robby: The pursuit of spirit and knowledge is an

integral part of our family life. Keystone provides

Parents and children are always growing together. As

us with a community and resources so that we can

a parent, did Keystone have any influence on your self-

grow together alongside other members of the

growth? In what ways are these reflected in your lives?

community.
Cherry: Education is a growth process for both
In this issue, we are discussing Service Learning at

parents and children, so choosing a good school

Keystone. How do you define "service learning"? Does

is as important for parents as it is for children. We

your family participate in any service activities? What

relocated to Houshayu because our children attend

long-term effects do you think service learning can bring

school here. We’ve also met a lot of parents and

to a child’s life?

made a lot of new friends. At the same time, we’ve
become good friends with many teachers who have

Robby: We’ve been so inspired by our eldest

deeply inspired us.

daughter, who has been actively involved with
projects in theater, the Round Square Organization,

The Head of School, Malcolm McKenzie, is an

Keystone’s Summer Program, among others. She’s

excellent role model. He is disciplined, knowledge-

matured into her service and is doing meaningful

able, and humorous. Last year as he went to the

and good work for the community. From my per-

US for a medical leave, the school was still moving

spective, service should always be an important

forward. When he returned to campus, standing tall

aspect of a child’s life.

at the school’s cast iron gates, I couldn’t help but

As a student in Keystone’s High School, what service

Mr. McKenzie what self-discipline and fortitude

activities have you participated in at Keystone? How do you

are. David Beare, Keystone’s Deputy and Dean

think these activities have influenced who you are today?

of Faculty, is a wonderful example of a Harvard

become a bit emotional. I learned from watching
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graduate with a graceful demeanor. He listens very

become a leading actress in the film industry. She

carefully when talking with others, and will make

frequently practices lines at home.

an excellent Head of School in the future.
As children grow up, they begin to see their school
Sabrina Liu, the Director of Marketing and

as their home. In this home, every child follows

Communications Department, exudes wonderful

their interests and develops their hobbies.

qualities. She has a solid foundation in literature
and a wide range of arts. She knows how to explore

Joanne: Yes, I consider Keystone as my home away

the beauty of art to tap into the heart of every child.

from home.

When I was first assembling my art collection, Mrs.
Liu gave me a list of books, expanding my world

Joya: At Keystone, I became the person I never

about the arts. She was also my teacher. We are

expected I would become.

fortunate to be surrounded by so many excellent
teachers. They are wonderful sources of light for

Robby: Parents must continue to explore more

us all.

opportunities for their children. We must let them
experience as much diversity as possible, and not

Robby: As we age, people's horizons and opportuni-

give up too early when we don’t see the results of

ties are actually getting smaller and smaller. After

our efforts quickly in their education. Life itself is

joining the Keystone community, we see more

also a form of education.

possibilities and more opportunities in life.
Keystone is celebrating its fifth anniversary this year. What
In the past five years, your family has witnessed Keystone

expectations do you have for the future of Keystone?

mature from a new school to a young school. Could you
talk about the growth and transformation of your children

Cherry: In light of Keystone’s fifth anniversary, we

in these past five years? Students, can you also talk about

sincerely hope that Keystone will become the best

the biggest changes in Keystone from your point of view?

private school in China, bringing more excellent
teachers from around the world, and cultivating a

Keystone is five years old! We’ve grown with this

culture of excellence. We hope that all students at

school as much as we have grown with our daugh-

the school will become great world leaders.

ters. My eldest daughter participated in seven
theatrical productions at the school throughout the

Robby: In our hearts, Keystone is undoubtedly one

years. Through this experience, she recognized the

of the best private schools in the world. We want

importance of stage management and her capacity

our children to live and witness a much a better

for organizational skills. My youngest daughter has

world. We hope they embrace the idea of having a

also begun to participate in theater productions at

free spirit, and selflessly give back and serve not

the school. I have a feeling that she would like to

only their communities but society as a whole.
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Special Report

The Breath of
Antarctica
By Aurora Yu (Grade 11, Keystone Academy)

In December 2017, Grade 11 student Aurora (Zongqi) Yu served as a youth volunteer for
an Antarctic expedition and participated in the Chinese Polar Tourism BBS Antarctic
Summit. For her, the 13-day trip to the South Pole was truly a spiritual experience.
Having witnessed the pace at which global warming is speeding the melting of
glaciers and experienced the fragility of the Antarctic environment, Aurora realized
it is urgent to improve our global climate. She brought home to China her experience
in the Antarctic with an article published in a southern weekend newspaper. She also
organized a photo exhibition titled "The Last Wasteland of The Earth" on Keystone’s
campus. Aurora describes her voyage to the South Pole in this special report.
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The animals of Antarctica should be familiar to
everyone. Penguins, seals, whales, albatrosses...
In December 2017, I went to Antarctica as a volunteer for the Antarctic Summit of China Adventure
Tourism Forum 2017. During this 13-day trip, I
made many amazing discoveries. In Antarctica,
the distance between lives seems to be particularly
narrow, not only between people but also between
people and animals. Sometimes, this close distance
can move people’s hearts.

A Journey Across the Penguin Expressway
During the expedition, we explored the waters
of the Antarctic by ship. We ventured on the soft
waves of the waters until we set foot onto a penguin
habitat, arriving like “unexpected visitors”.
Our landing sites were often covered by the
so-called “Penguin Expressway”, an area that
penguins traverse to walk from their habitats to the
snow slopes along the seashore. The penguins often
trek across this area from time to time, leaving a
string of visible footprints on the snow.
I vividly remember during a landing where our path
cut directly across the penguins’ way. Just as we
were about to cross the “expressway”, several penguins walked timidly towards us from afar. When
they saw us, they hesitated and slowed their pace.
At that moment, an elderly female penguin at the
front of the group immediately stopped, and we
stood quietly on the path, waiting for them to cross
the land. The seabirds turned their heads sideways
and looked at us strangers cautiously. One by one,
they stood before us, not sure whether it was safe
to move.
We were all excited to see the penguins. But for
them to safely pass through the expressway
uninterrupted, we all suppressed the excitement of
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seeing these majestic animals, remained quiet, took

my ear. I suggested to my teacher, “Let’s sit down

pictures with caution, and lowered our voices. The

quietly for a while.”

penguins became less nervous and started feeling
their way forward with their small, dark eyes.

My teacher softly responded, “Okay.”

Having received a warm message of friendship

Sitting on the snow, I closed my eyes and sank

from the strange visitors, the penguins steadily

into a moment of bliss and serenity. The sound of

walked downhill with a sense of confidence. It

Antarctica is as pure as the continent itself. What

was somewhat a poignant moment as I witnessed

surrounded our ears was a sense of serenity that

firsthand the mutual respect and heart-to-heart

felt somewhat unusual on our eardrums. But it was

communication between two completely different

not complete silence as you could still hear the

species.

sounds of the gentle breeze, people chatting in the
distance, the chirping of the birds flying above, and

In addition to penguins, we also had the privilege

the gentle ocean waves.

of observing humpback whales in close range. The
captain of our ship enthusiastically shared that

If someone were to ask me, “What is the most beau-

this was the closest humpback whale observation

tiful sound you have ever heard?”, my response

he ever had in his entire career, which was a very

would be a bit complicated.

historical moment for him.
Before my trip to Antarctica, I would say that it was
The humans stood on the ship deck while the

the voice of my parents when they tell me that they

whales swam beneath the deck. Three humpback

love me, the melody of “The Ode to Virgin Mary”

whales circled around our boat with their large and

that I and my friends have performed in the choir,

agile bodies. They examined the boat curiously and

and the end-of-class bell against the sound of

then blew air out of the water, creating a spectac-

cicadas during blistering summers in Beijing.

ular scene, as if you could hear the pulse of the sea
if you listen close enough with your heart! There

But now I will tell you that the most beautiful sound

was a peculiar fragrance in the air. One could smell

I have ever heard is the breath of Antarctica. The

the freshness and sweetness of the air they, too,

best gift I have given myself during this trip is this

breathed.

moment of solitude with Antarctica.
For thousands of years, Antarctica has always

“60 Seconds of Silence”

been shrouded in such serenity, but in the most
recent century, it has faced more and more fre-

On one occasion, my teacher and I had to climb

quent intrusions. Humans have signed a series

over a challenging slope where the snow was so

of treaties to protect Antarctica’s glaciers, water,

thick that it almost completely covered our ankle.

minerals, and life. But as more and more tourists

As we were halfway up the slope, we glanced back

flock the continent and more research activities

at the rest of the team and realized that we were

are conducted there, what can we do to protect

far ahead of the others also on the expedition. We

Antarctica’s serenity?

were so exhausted that we both took deep breaths
and sat down to rest. After a short break, I suddenly

As can be seen from maps chronicling the changes

realized that there was nothing in the air but our

to the Antarctic landscape in recent years, the

heavy gasping, masking other sounds that caught

speed of melting ice shelves is accelerating because
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of global warming. Moreover, due to krill fishing,

preserve the continent. The implementation of the

penguins and other Antarctic animals are now

treaty would benefit not only Antarctica but also

living with the constant threat of hazardous human

all of the nearby high seas, which account for two-

activity. This is undoubtedly a wake-up call for

thirds of the entire ocean area.

humanity to better protect the Antarctic with more
thorough and effective measures.

Every time we climbed a slope, I would invite all of
the volunteers to sit together during our break atop

In our expedition group, there was a scientist who

a snow-covered hilltop to feel and be one with the

has been pushing for the establishment of the

authentic Antarctic silence.

Antarctic Marine Protected Area. I learned from
him that the marine protected area is important

When other tourists on the boat saw us sitting in

as it can help rein in human activities and protect

silence, we would explain to them our reasons

the many habitats of Antarctic creatures. In the

behind this activity and remind them to use caution

meantime, it can also eliminate the interference of

when speaking loudly. I suggested to the captain of

human activities, making it easier for us to observe

the expedition team and her crew to engage in a

whether climate change or human activities are the

one-minute sit-in or stand-in at each landing, and

dominant factors in shaping modern Antarctica.

I named it “60 Seconds of Silence”.

On December 24, 2017, there was an encouraging

Everyone on the expedition team liked my proposal

piece of good news for the global community. The

and confided in me that they would seriously con-

United Nations General Assembly created a treaty

sider doing this activity in future trips. I was very

resolution to formally launch intergovernmental

pleased to be able to bring about such a change. I

negotiations on the conservation and sustainable

hope that someday, when I visit this land of purity

use of biodiversity in offshore areas in Antarctica.

again, I will be amazed by its unchanged beauty and

In my opinion, this is a very good step to help

serenity.
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Mosaic: A Year in Review

01.
Awards, Medals and
the Power of Sportsmanship!
Keystone students won an array of top awards at a
variety of sports competitions this year. Students
displayed the power of sportsmanship on the field
and in the courts, competing with grace and dignity
while exhibiting Keystone’s Five Shared Values.
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02.
The World of Theater
at Keystone
This year, Keystone students participated in a
range of theater shows at the Academy, including
Keystone’s first musical, Once on This Island, and the
student-led high school production, Junzi. Students
also worked with several highly acclaimed artists
from around the world, including Wu Man and
the Huayin Shadow Puppet Band, Greg Ruhe, and
Fenella Kelly.
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03.
Museum Inspiration
Last year, Keystone launched the I Love Artists series, introducing
members of the community to the work of Frederic Chopin and
ending the academic year with Zhu Yibing’s Cello Orchestra. This
year, the series ventured off the grounds of our campus, forging
partnerships with the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art and the
Today Art Museum. Students learned about the work of modern-day
artists, interacting with gallery spaces and drawing inspiration for
their artistic works.
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04.

05.

Artists in Residence

Learning Outside of the Classroom

Each year, Keystone invites prominent guest artists from a range of disciplines to

Students dared to be a force of nature this year as they traveled to regions within

campus. This year, American poet Susan Kinsolving, puppet master Greg Ruhe, Wu

China and beyond for Keystone’s annual Experiential Learning trips. For younger

Man and the Huayin Shadow Puppet Band, and Fenella Kelly graced members of the

students, Keystone hosted an on-campus camping ground, simulating real camp

community with riveting lectures, workshops, and thought-provoking discussions.

conditions in preparation for future trips after they enter high school.
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06.
Memories That Last a Lifetime
At the beginning of each academic year, Keystone hosts a Matriculation Ceremony
for new students, celebrating their commitment to the Academy. Keystone kicked
off its autumn concert, Symphony on the Green, with Chai Liang and launched the
newest edition of The Keystone Magazine. Members of the community enjoyed
delightful tunes during Keystone’s First Jazz Night with the Beijing Jungle Big Band
and listened to the lovely line of poetry by our Poet in Residence, Susan Kinsolving.
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07.
A Year in Review
Keystone’s Education Salons welcomed guests from
several industries this year. Among them were (from
left to right) naturalist and science writer, Zhang
Chenliang; Art Director of Pixar Animation, Anthony
Christov; and Film Studies Professor at Columbia
University, Richard Pena.
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08.
A Sweet Farewell to the Class of 2019
Keystone bade a sweet farewell to members of the
Class of 2019 as they embarked on the next stage of
their journey. Members of the community surprised
the students with a series of events, from teambuilding exercises in Sanlitun to intimate gatherings
filled with parents, friends, faculty, and staff.
Congratulations, graduates!
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09.
Annual Gala and 5th Anniversary
Lights, dancing, laughter, and festivities galore!
Keystone hosted its Annual Spring Gala and 5th
Anniversary celebration for all members of the
community.

Guests

participated

in

a

unique

silent charity auction including over 80 items and
experiences gifted by members of the community
and submissions from Keystone's primary school
students. This was a joyful event for the community
and an opportunity to help improve the education
and lives of children beyond our gates. All proceeds
from this year's event were donated to charitable
organizations in China.
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In Conversation With

Xiaofeng Wan
—
Associate Dean of Admission & Coordinator of
International Recruitment at Amherst College
—
Mr. Xiaofeng Wan is Associate Dean of Admissions and
Coordinator of International Recruitment at Amherst College.
He graduated from China Foreign Affairs University with
a bachelor’s degree in English Language and Literature
and from Boston College with a master’s degree in Higher
Education Administration. He leads the international
recruitment team at Amherst and represents the college on
annual recruitment visits to Sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia
(including China), Southeast Asia, Central and South America,
Canada, Eastern Europe, and Massachusetts in the US.
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Preparing for the
Leaders of Tomorrow
INSIGHTS FROM XIAOFENG WAN
Associate Dean of Admissions and
Coordinator of International Recruitment
Amherst College, USA

What is an ideal university? What is a liberal arts education? These questions have
been probed by countless Chinese and foreign scholars and educators for centuries.
In the view of Victorian-era British educator John Henry Newman, a university is a
place dedicated to the development of refined gentlemen of culture. For 18th century
philosopher Wilhelm von Humboldt, a university is where ‘creative’ learning takes
place, where every student dedicates themselves to making discoveries. German
existential philosopher Karl Jaspers, on the other hand, believed that a university’s
ultimate mission is the endless pursuit of truth.
With these questions about the ideal education model in mind, Ms. Sabrina Liu,
Director of Marketing and Communications at Keystone Academy, and Mr. Percy
Jiang, Director of College Counseling at Keystone Academy, interviewed Mr. Xiaofeng
Wan, Associate Dean of Admissions and Coordinator of International Recruitment
Coordinator at Amherst College, a top liberal arts college in the United States.
With reference to Amherst College, they discussed how a university’s humanist
traditions can stimulate the minds of students and empower them to explore freely
on their own. They also talked about how a university fosters a true intellectual
community through bridging the sciences and the humanities to inspire new
perspectives.
Beyond these topics, Liu, Jiang, and Wan delved deeper into the value of liberal arts
education and how Keystone Academy, as a K-12 school, prepares its students for
university.
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to provide more Chinese students and their parents

Participants in the Dialogue

with a deeper appreciation and understanding of
Xiaofeng

Wan,

Associate

Dean

of

Admission

and

why liberal arts education is an important compo-

Coordinator of International Recruitment at Amherst

nent of the higher education system of the United

College

States. Through this, they can make well-informed

Sabrina Liu, Director of Marketing and Communications

to, especially if they are looking into liberal arts

choices when determining which colleges to apply
colleges or comprehensive institutions. If I can

at Keystone Academy

achieve this goal, then my trip will not be in vain.
Percy Jiang, Director of College Counseling at Keystone
Sabrina: We also have a lot of Keystone students

Academy

applying to liberal arts colleges this year. In my
···

opinion, liberal arts colleges represent a seriously

Sabrina: Recently, Amherst College and Williams

People seem to be carried away by the reputation

underrated part of the higher education system.
College, another top liberal arts college in the US,

and influence of Ivy League schools but as far I

organized a series of student recruitment fairs in

see it, it is liberal arts colleges that represent the

China. What is the goal of this China trip?

essence and true spirit of elite education in the
United States.

Xiaofeng: The primary goal of the trip to China is to

introduce Amherst College. Through this, we hope

Two years ago, when I visited Yale University, I also
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made a trip to Amherst. The college holds a special

by liberal arts colleges and comprehensive uni-

place in my heart because my favorite poet Emily

versities. Amherst College, a liberal arts college in

Dickinson was born in the town of Amherst and

western Massachusetts, has only 1,800 students.

Robert Frost taught at the college. To my pleasant

Our advantage is that there are four other colleges

surprise, I saw his statue on the campus.

nearby, including UMASS Amherst, Hampshire
College, Smith College, and Mount Holyoke College,

Xiaofeng: Yes, it stands opposite the library.

which altogether form the Five College Consortium.
With this group, students have access to more than

Sabrina: I still remember how excited I was stand-

6,000 courses and 15 diploma programs from the

ing in front of the statue. Although Robert Frost

five colleges and can also experience the different

passed away a while ago, I could picture him giving

campus cultures of the five colleges.

lectures and strolling around the campus. It was
truly the experience of a lifetime and I was floored

Thirdly, the Amherst student body is very diverse.

by the richness of the college's liberal arts tradition,

Its students represent many different ethnic

especially in poetry.

groups, geographical regions, and cultures, and
they mingle and benefit from each other in a

When students are collecting information about

‘melting pot’ environment.

schools without examining their interests and
knowing what kind of an education they expect to

Fourthly, Amherst is one of the most generous

receive, they may miss out on some great schools.

colleges in the United States. When we review

I hope this dialogue will create a bridge for them.

applications, we don’t look at the applicants’ family

Xiaofeng: Totally agreed! You hit the nail on the

examine the required information. In other words,

head.

whether an applicant also applies for a scholarship

background or financial circumstances and only

will not affect their enrollment. After enrollment,
Sabrina: Amherst has been in the top two in the

we will meet 100% of our students’ demonstrated

rankings of liberal arts colleges in the US for a long

need, not including any loans. Among the more

time. What do you think are the stand out attributes

than 4,000 higher education institutions in the

of the college?

United States, only four have this policy and
Amherst is the only liberal arts college. In the

Xiaofeng: Amherst College has many things to rec-

2017-2018 academic year, 88% of international

ommend it, but I’ll just point out what I consider to

students received scholarship aid from the college.

be the four most important aspects.

The average financial aid award was USD 62,000.

Firstly, Amherst offers an open curriculum that

students.

This allows us to enroll some of the world’s best
allows students to exercise full learner autonomy.
They can fully explore courses they like and devote

I think those four points sum up the prominent

all their time and energy to those that matter most

features of Amherst College.

to them. Amherst gives control of learning back to
the students.

Sabrina: For Chinese families, Amherst College looks

like a perfect choice. In my view, the scholarship
Secondly, the Five College Consortium allows

programs at American higher learning institutions

students to benefit from the advantages offered

demonstrate their social responsibility and repre-

by two different education models represented

sent the pursuit and practice of educational equity.
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If we provide talented students with equal access

attracts top educators. We already mentioned that

to high-quality education, they will give back to

Robert Frost was a professor at Amherst, so, can

society and their alma mater when they graduate,

you introduce Amherst’s advantages in terms of its

thus creating a virtuous cycle. This is always one

faculty?

of the important aspects of the American higher
Xiaofeng: I cannot talk about our faculty strengths

education system that I admire.

without mentioning the characteristics of the
liberal arts education system.
At a liberal arts college, you get a
Firstly, liberal arts colleges are generally small, so

truly ‘personalized education’

that every student gets adequate attention from
Sabrina: I think Amherst College has attracted so

the professors. At Amherst, a class has an average

many top students not only because of its open cur-

of only 16-17 students. Professors give every

riculum, the Five College Consortium, and the rich

student in the class an opportunity to speak, think,

resources that you mentioned, but also because it

debate, and express themselves. Many professors,
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including the president, know the students by

participate in top-notch research projects led by

name, which is quite hard to do in a comprehensive

their professors. At a liberal arts college, profes-

university.

sors typically have the research projects that they

Secondly, a liberal arts college does not have a

graduates have many opportunities to play a part in

conduct at the same time as teaching and undergraduate school and all courses are given by pro-

their high-level research. Their four-year under-

fessors. Many professors like liberal arts colleges

graduate education at a liberal arts college will

because they enjoy teaching and having one-on-

substantially improve their research ability, which

one communication with students. Amherst College

will serve them well in terms of both postgraduate

has more than 240 professors and most of them are

study or career development.

tenured and have spent their career focusing on
Amherst College and its students. Many professors

Furthermore, a liberal arts college also provides

have seen several generations of students graduate.

support and opportunities for professors and
students to communicate. At Amherst, for example,

Thirdly, undergraduates have the opportunity to

we have an interesting program called ‘Take Your
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Professor Out’, where students can treat their

given to students at Amherst is particularly import-

professors to a dinner at the college’s expense,

ant for international students, especially Chinese

which is meant to create more occasions for them

students. For Chinese students spending their

to communicate with each other. We also have the

challenging college years in an unfamiliar country,

Summer Science Undergraduate Research Fellows

the individualized attention and mentoring given

(SURF) program every summer, which allows

by the college or their professors are of great

students to research with their professor on a one-

benefit.

on-one basis. Their research results are displayed
centrally in a Research Poster Session and some

Percy: Based on your observations, what qualities

projects even lead to published academic papers.

do professors like their students to have? And what

The things I just mentioned all help to broaden the

attracted, and motivated by the culture at Amherst

kinds of students are more likely to be inspired,
perspectives of our students, which is only possible

College? What kinds of students are more suited to

in the small environment of a liberal arts college.

a liberal arts education?

Sabrina: I think that the individualized attention

Xiaofeng: A liberal arts education is suitable for
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many different types of students. When we recruit

themselves into seeming like American students

students, we don’t apply any single set of criteria.

and downplay their cultural uniqueness. I hope

Based on our communication with professors,

Chinese students will express themselves more

we find that professors appreciate students with

confidently and take pride in their culture. During

distinct viewpoints who are capable of thinking

their high school education, they can go into cul-

actively and coming up with novel ideas. Another

tural factors that greatly interest them. This is the

important quality is dedication to their major

most important point for Chinese students.

courses.
Sabrina: This brings to mind Fyodor Dostoyevsky
Percy: What you said brings to mind the idea that

who said, “We know ourselves through others.”

most Chinese students and their parents talk about

Sometimes, what we share with others and the

receiving higher education in a foreign country:

world, and their feedback to us, may serve as a

they say they will “pursue study.” This mindset may

mirror reflecting back on ourselves.

seem like a modest and open attitude to learning,
but it also means they don’t position themselves as

This also offers an important new dimension to a

a participant and contributor to campus culture.

college’s diversity. By comparing and contrasting
other cultures, we better understand our ethnicity,

When applying to colleges, and also thinking about

culture, and tradition. Furthermore, an American

what a college can bring to you, it is crucial to

college itself serves as a mirror through which,

ponder what you can offer to the table. This is a key

and through the eyes of other students, a Chinese

point that Chinese parents and students need to

student can see the value and significance of his

adjust. Of course, we go abroad to “pursue study”,

culture.

but beyond this, we also share what we know and
Percy: In the process of applying to an American

have learned with the college and the world.

college, Chinese students and their parents typiSabrina: This is a great perspective. College edu-

cally put too much emphasis on the hardware of a

cation is an valuable opportunity for students to

college without delving into its intangible cultural

get to know themselves, understand others, and

dimensions. The result? Students miss out on

learn about the world. At a liberal arts college

getting a fuller and more memorable campus life.

more so, a Chinese student can do that by helping
others broaden and deepen their understanding

I also think that domestic schools and educational

of the world through the language, arts, and the

organizations should narrow this gap in perception.

aesthetics that their culture represents and the

Middle and high schools should be obliged to

perspectives that they bring to discussions.

provide students who will apply to American colleges with comprehensive information about what

Xiaofeng: Chinese students have a unique cultural

those colleges, and the US higher education system

advantage because our expansive history and

in general, are really like. This enables the students

culture goes back more than five thousand years. I

and their parents to make well-informed choices.

like to see this cultural background and temperament as a distinct perspective in their writing.

Sabrina: Agreed. This is the underlying consid-

eration behind our efforts to organize a series of
Unfortunately, over my years of reviewing applica-

dialogues and lectures to prepare students and their

tions of Chinese students, I have seen very few who

parents for their overseas study journey. We hope

maximize this advantage. Some students package

that students and their parents can get detailed
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information about the colleges they consider rather

not only introduced new science majors but also

than just look at their places in the rankings. On the

opened a new science center. So what position do

other hand, we want to provide them with a clearer

STEM classes hold at Amherst College or other

understanding of the spirit and values of higher

liberal arts colleges?

education in the US.
Xiaofeng: The new science center we launched in

August is a massive USD 250 million project with
Incorporating a humanistic spirit

future-ready research facilities, the largest invest-

into the sciences

ment so far in Amherst’s nearly 200-year history.
This speaks volumes to the effort of Amherst as a

Sabrina: Speaking of liberal arts colleges, there is

liberal arts college to empower its staff and 1,800

a widespread misconception that they are only

students to provide more research opportunities.

focused on humanities. Amherst has seen a steady
increase in the number of students enrolling in

I have a lot of thoughts about the role of sciences

STEM classes in the past 15 years. The college has

education in a liberal arts environment and I would
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like to share some of my reflections.

their research findings but also consider their
social implications and possible impact on others.

Firstly, there’s a misunderstanding that liberal

We call this ‘incorporating a humanistic spirit in

arts colleges are biased towards liberal arts. Many

the sciences' because we understand the negative

Chinese students and their parents think a liberal

implications of scientists, doctors, and scholars

arts college is exactly what it says on the tin. But

who conduct their work without a humanistic spirit.

the fact is that ‘Liberal Arts College' is just the short
form; the full name is ‘Liberal Arts and Sciences
College.’

What do the career development prospects
of liberal arts college graduates look like?

Secondly, a liberal arts college can also provide its
students with solid training in the sciences. Each

Xiaofeng: We have talked about a lot of things but

major has a curriculum that includes both sciences

have not yet touched on the career prospects of

and humanities courses. After all, the goal of a

liberal arts college graduates, since many Chinese

liberal arts education is to provide students with a

parents are very concerned about this topic. They

broad range of knowledge and enable them to see

ask, for example, “After four years at a liberal

things from different perspectives.

arts college without taking any courses related to

Thirdly, a liberal arts college is also a good place for

graduating?”

their future career, what will my children do after
research and is very suitable for students looking
for a career in the sciences.

Parents and students have this concern because
they don’t have all the information. While a liberal

Most liberal arts colleges are small, yet they enable

arts college does not offer vocational courses, we

undergraduate to professor one-on-one collabo-

do provide our students with all kinds of internship

ration, and many more opportunities for students

opportunities. Amherst’s career consulting office

to take part in high-level research projects and

is open to all students from their first day at the

publish research results. Professors give students

college. Students can make an appointment with a

individualized attention and provide them with

career advisor and find out about different indus-

high-quality research opportunities. If a student

tries. In the summer of their first or second year,

has an interest in a research area, he can contact

they can find internship opportunities through the

his professor and apply for a research assistant role

career consulting office.

or summer research work. Finally, data shows that
43% of international students at Amherst choose

Amherst also has an advanced alumni network

to complete their graduation research papers

with 20,000 members. There is a popular saying at

independently.

Amherst College: “You will be an Amherst student
for four years, but Amherst will be with you for the

Fourthly, scientific research at a liberal arts college
can be imbued with a humanistic spirit.

rest of your life.” Students will meet some of their
best friends at Amherst and find former classmates
and alumni in their future team members and rela-

At a liberal arts college, even students majoring in

tionship network.

the sciences or aspiring to pursue a science-based
master’s program will enroll in many humanities

In joining Amherst College, a student joins a big

courses, which adds a humanistic awareness to

collective and can expect help from not only people

their scientific research. They not only look at

around them but all members of the Amherst
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College alumni network. It is indeed a very precious

can follow an argument, track logical reasoning,

resource. Our first Chinese graduate is now co-CEO

and detect poor logic. These attributes are also

of Asia Pacific and CEO of China for Morgan Stanley

emphasized by professors at Amherst College. Each

and other alumni include two former prime minis-

of our classes is small with just 17 or so students

ters of Greece and the current President of Kenya.

and each student has the chance to be known,
speak, argue, and debate. I also want to add that our

The support of alumni and a range of internship

students can extend this spirit beyond the class-

opportunities ensure that our students find great

room to late-night discussions, performances and

jobs after graduation. Statistics shows our gradu-

rehearsals, reactions to national or international

ates have a 97% employment rate, including 24%

events, and to teamwork and helping others. This

in the financial industry and more than 10% in

is a requirement of Amherst students.

the media industry. More than 80% of our graduates pursue further study within five years of

They read and they understand.

graduation.
They read widely across genres such as novels,
So whether in terms of career development,

non-fiction, journals, newspapers, and poetry.

employment, or scholarship aid, we provide our

They read far more than just words and delve into

students with vast development potential and

their underlying significance. Amherst gives huge

unparalleled freedom.

reading assignments to its students and the reading
list is so long that it is almost impossible to finish
reading. Therefore, our students master the art of

The ultimate goal of a liberal arts education

reading and make it a lifelong habit, regardless of
how they choose to spend their life.

Sabrina: As an educator who has worked at multiple

liberal arts colleges, what do you think is the core

They can write clearly, persuasively, and movingly.

educational value of liberal arts colleges in today’s
continuously evolving world?

In the course of their study, they write a lot both in
their target courses and as part of other academic

Xiaofeng: We often discuss liberal arts education,

assignments and have strong writing skills. They

but at the end of the day, it is difficult to sum up its

can effectively express, persuade, create, and

essence. By way of answering this question, I would

convey, and this ability will serve them well whether

like to cite William Cronon, a professor of history

they choose to become a lawyer, researcher, physi-

and environmental studies at the University of

cian, teacher, politician, or investment banker.

Wisconsin. At its 2017 commencement ceremony,
Amherst College presented an honorary degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters to Professor Cronon. In

They can solve a wide variety of puzzles
and problems.

his article, “The Goals of a Liberal Education,” he
listed ten attributes of a liberally educated person.

They think critically and feel comfortable with

Here, I will cite five of them regarding the charac-

numbers and can make sense of paradoxical

teristics of Amherst College:

challenges and view problems, conflicts, and predicaments from different perspectives. They can
both solve problems independently and effectively

They listen and they hear.

collaborate with others. These are also requireThey work hard to hear what other people say. They

ments given by professors at Amherst College.
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this age of the explosive growth of information,

They can talk to anyone.

educators should help students reconstruct their
They can give a speech, ask thoughtful questions,

perception and understanding of knowledge, their

and make people laugh. Amherst is a diverse

selves, and the world through thinking and reflec-

intellectual community that is rich with speaking,

tion. This is not just college education’s but also

conversation, and debate opportunities and expe-

Keystone education’s mission to accomplish.

riences for students.
Percy: Liberal arts education is needed today more

In my view, these five goals represent the ultimate

than any other period in history because while it

goals of liberal arts education as represented by

is easy to acquire knowledge, it requires learning

Amherst College. The five goals look straightfor-

to integrate knowledge. These are fundamental

ward, but actually, all are very difficult to achieve.

abilities in modern society. You cannot just turn to

But I believe that we can prepare students for any

information technology to make use of information,

situation in four years of studying at Amherst. A

to express yourself, and to blend into society.

school needs to make the effort to create an enabling
environment so students can progress and succeed

···

in all these aspects.
As Ms. Sabrina Liu, Director of Marketing and
Sabrina: These goals are very practical. They are

Communications at Keystone Academy, said, “We

crucial qualities and intellectual abilities for a

know ourselves through others. What we share

meaningful and successful life. Dr. Hu Shih spoke

with others and the world, and their feedback to us,

about the topic of intellectual preparedness at

may serve as a mirror reflecting back on ourselves.”

Purdue University, and he emphasized intellectual
training, something that Thomas H. Huxley deemed

This dialogue about Amherst College ended up being

“the most sacred act of a man’s life.” By developing

about more than the college itself or liberal arts

and exercising intellectual habits in college, we

education; it also presented reflective discussions on

become well-equipped to find the truth of freedom

the ideal educational model. We hope that dialogues

in an intellectually confused and chaotic age.

like this will build a bridge for communication

Percy: A kind of education from a liberal arts college,

higher education institutions, and provide parents

in my understanding, can help make one a com-

and students with a more comprehensive and deeper

plete person. Liberal arts education helps prepare a

understanding of the higher education landscape in

between students, their parents, and American

person for their future life rather than being just a

the United States, to help them make well-informed

tool or a means of making a living. Perhaps parents

decisions when it comes to choosing institutions for

or students that have this understanding are more

higher education.

suitable for liberal arts education.
More importantly, we hope that every student
Sabrina: I remember the Harvard Redbook discussed

at Keystone gains the courage and confidence to

general education, emphasizing that undergrad-

become a scientifically and humanistically-in-

uate education should shift its focus from the

formed explorer capable of appreciating the

acquisition of knowledge to the acquisition of

truth and beauty in everyday occurrences.

methods. This actually points to the core of liberal
arts education. It is crucial to know not only what

[Note]: All photos in this article other than the interview photos are

to learn but also how to learn. In other words, in

courtesy of Amherst College.
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Preparing Students
for a Liberal Education
INTERVIEW WITH RACHAEL BEARE
Dean of Admission and Institutional Research at Keystone Academy

All around the world, educators and educational institutions constantly discuss the
best ways and methods to prepare students for life in the 21st century. It is a complex
problem that requires innovative solutions. Keystone Academy serves as one solution
to this ubiquitous question in the world of education. As a new world school, the
Academy’s approach to educating and nurturing young minds draws from three
unique educational traditions: the Chinese, the American, and the International. At
the Academy, there is a collective approach to education that empowers our students
and prepares them well to deal with change, diversity, and the complexity of the
world that we live in. Students develop a strong and deep sense of social responsibility
in addition to intellectual and practical problem-solving skills that expand beyond
the borders of our campus. At Keystone, we prepare students and teach them how to
learn from and for the world.
Keystone’s Marketing and Communications Department interviewed Keystone’s
Dean of Admission and Institutional Research, and Amherst College and Harvard
University alumna, Rachael Beare. Mrs. Beare goes into great depth about the innovative and enterprising nature of Keystone students, and the ways that the Academy
prepares its students for lifelong learning beyond its gates.
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During our previous conversation with the Associate

An important skill for a citizen of the world.

Dean of Admissions and Coordinator of International
Recruitment at Amherst College, Wan Xiaofeng, he ref-

I also think that being someone who can commu-

erenced the work of prominent American Studies scholar,

nicate with anyone, or who can solve problems and

William Cronon. Mr. Cronon writes on the goals and values

puzzles, is connected to leadership qualities. The

of a ‘liberal education’ in his essay, “The Goals of a Liberal

ability to be in an environment with people who

Education,” and he highlights several qualities of indi-

are not like you, to understand where people are

viduals who embody this educational philosophy. In your

coming from, and to make a compelling case for

opinion, how does Keystone Academy prepare students for

something are the qualities that leaders have. So

the kind of ‘liberal education’ Cronon talks about? What is

these elements of liberal arts education… are also

the value of this type of education in China and beyond?

elements of preparing students for what they’re
going to face in modern life. The world is becom-

Rachael: Cronon talks about the qualities of a liberal

ing smaller and smaller. Our children will need

education. Being able to listen and hear what people

to interact more with people who have different

are saying; to read deeply and understand a text; to

upbringings than they have, who have different

be able to make a case for something in a way that

educational experiences, and who come from dif-

convinces people of your perspective; to be able to

ferent value systems. If they’re not able to do some

solve problems, generate new ideas, and develop

of these basic things such as listen, hear, under-

inventive solutions. I would add that these catego-

stand, and communicate then it will make things

ries have other labels… for example, helping kids

more challenging in their personal life and their

to become critical thinkers… Well, what does that

work life. So, I think that what liberal arts schools

mean? It means that students can read something,

are trying to do is really significant and important.

they can understand it, and they can respond to it.

And because many of them are small in size, they

Students are able to say: “What do I think about

have an environment that allows them to develop

this text? Do I agree with it? Do I think it’s true?

these kinds of skills more personally than might be

Do I need more information?” They can express

possible in a large university.

their thoughts and their ideas about the text, and
they can do that in ways that are convincing and

If you are in an auditorium of 200 students where

compelling. They can express their thoughts well

someone is lecturing at you and you are taking

both verbally and in writing, and they can make a

notes, there is very little interaction with the pro-

compelling case for their beliefs. So, it’s the ability

fessor. Maybe there are small group sessions led by

to think seriously, critically, and expressively about

graduate students, but it’s one step removed from

things.

the lecturer and her ideas. It’s one step away from

Cronon’s ability “to listen and hear” is something

and responding to your ideas. It’s not that this can’t

I would also connect to social awareness and cul-

happen in a large university setting as well, but it is

tural competency. Some people listen to you, but

more challenging and less frequent.

the professor communicating with you personally

they don’t really hear anything that you’re saying.
Or, they listen to respond and react, instead of

So, I appreciate this in a small liberal arts approach.

listening to understand or acknowledge. To listen

I also worry about kids deciding too early and too

carefully and understand deeply is what it means

soon what they think they want to do with their life

to be culturally competent and able to engage and

without being exposed to enough ways of thinking

interact in a multicultural context. It means you

about the world… There’s no question that for

can engage fully with someone different from you.

some kids, from very early on, they are certain
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about where they want to go or what they want to

we had a student panel and one of the parents asked

do. For example, a child might know from the time

the students, ‘How do you think your arts courses

she is five and building with Legos that engineering

enhanced your learning experience at Keystone?’ It

is the thing she wants to do with her life. Even if

was fantastic, the students didn’t know what we

engineering is your life path, there are things you

had been talking about… they hadn’t heard any-

can learn about the human condition from having

thing that I’d said. This parent honed in on it right

to take literature courses, from having to study

away as a way to check me and what I was saying.

subjects and experience environments that are less

He wanted to know the students perspective. The

comfortable or natural for you. These experiences

kids were amazing, each one had a story to tell in

force you to think differently and more expansively

response to his question.

about the reasons for the work that you do in engineering or the approaches that you might take. So

One of the most compelling stories was from a girl

being exposed to many different subject areas and

who said she didn’t take any arts courses at her

ways of thinking is one of the ways that we can

previous school. But, when she came to Keystone,

develop flexibility in our thinking and a more open

her arts courses completely changed her way of

approach to whatever work life we choose. I think

thinking about her regular academic courses. For

there is real value in a liberal arts approach, but as

example, in visual arts, they were talking about

a product of this education, you can see I’m pretty

the difference between making a pretty picture

attached to it!

and describing the elements that make an image
a work of art. Making a pretty picture isn’t art. So

How does Keystone prepare students to enter these types

then, what is art? Art is something that expresses

of educational spaces?

something meaningful about the human condition.
It makes you think, it makes you question, it makes

Rachael: The curriculum that we have through the

you wonder. She took those skills back into her

secondary program is very much a liberal approach.

history class and said, ‘I’m not just memorizing

Through the IB MYP [Middle Years Programme],

this information and repeating it back. What does

our students study many different subject areas.

this historical moment say about the human con-

It’s in the overlap and connections between those

dition? What does it make me wonder about? Why

courses that their skills grow and their minds

is this something I need to know?’

expand.
She never thought about such big questions until
For example, at an admission event last year I was

she confronted them in her art class. That’s a very

talking to parents about how arts education and

powerful observation for a tenth-grade student to

arts courses are as important as what many families

be able to make. She wasn’t making those kinds of

think of as the “most important” academic classes.

observations in her previous school. She was simply

For some people, math and science are at the top

doing what she was told and was very successful

of a hierarchy of academic content. Maybe human-

at it. It is not possible to be successful in a liberal

ities come next, but arts are most definitely at the

arts environment by just doing what you’re told

bottom and considered unnecessary or negotiable.

because you’re being pushed to extend your think-

You don’t really need them to have good academic

ing beyond the obvious, to ask important questions,

preparation. I was talking to families about why

to think more deeply, to observe and listen to other

I think that’s not true and how important arts

perspectives on that issue. I think that what we’re

education can be to students’ understanding of the

doing is pushing our students… to look beyond

world. After we had been having that conversation,

the surface of what they see to why it matters, to
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why we should care, and to how it connects to or

to pick a range of them. That’s exactly what I did.

enriches our personal lives and the world around us.
I know that some people will look at the range of
Amherst College advocates for lifelong, interdisciplinary

options that I chose and think ‘well, that’s not a

learning through a unique open curriculum. Students have

standard English degree’… but I will tell you that

the opportunity to select from a catalog of as many as 850

I read and wrote in every single class that I took

courses from Amherst College and its neighboring insti-

in college, whether they were designated English

tutions. As an alumna of Amherst College, in your opinion,

classes or not. That’s also a part of a liberal approach

what are the greatest merits of this type of curriculum and

to education, expecting students to express, both

access to various fields of knowledge?

orally and in writing, their engagement with the
text that they’ve being given, whether that text is
a

a piece of philosophy, a math problem, a painting,

Bachelor’s degree in English, but I actually took

a film, or a piece of literature. When I look back

Rachael:

I

graduated

from

Amherst

with

courses in more than 20 different departments! I

on my undergraduate education, I took calculus,

went back and counted. It’s crazy that I came out

ancient history, literature from around the world,

with a degree in anything! Part of that is because

dance, art, black studies, economics…it was really

so many courses are interdisciplinary and listed in

all over the map. I still remember the insights I

many different departments, so you might have a

gained from my psychology course and connect

course that’s listed in both psychology and history,

them to all kinds of things in my life.

for example.
I’m not too intimidated to have a conversation
I also took classes on three different campuses in

with an economist even though I didn’t major in

the five-college area, so I tried to take advantage

economics. It shouldn’t be the case that you can

of any and every opportunity that the school was

only speak with an engineer if you’re an engineer

giving me because I could. There are a couple of

or that you can only speak to a politician if you

different approaches in schools of thought within

know all there is to know about politics. Politics

these small liberal arts colleges. Some colleges will

affect everyone’s daily life. I have a daily life, I have

require you to take courses in designated areas and

opinions about things. I think a big part of having

you can choose within them. The IB works similarly

those experiences is developing the confidence to

to that as well. It requires students to at least touch

engage, broadly, in our personal and work lives. It’s

the key areas that the school values.

very difficult to quantify.

Amherst doesn’t do that. They considered whether

As a ninth-grade student, I was extremely shy. If

they should have a core set of requirements or

you had told me then that one day I would get up

whether they should just let students choose

in front of audiences of thousands of people…in

whatever they want. The reason they let students

China… I would’ve thought that you were com-

choose so freely is because when they allowed that

pletely crazy. Due to the education that I received

to happen they realized that the students naturally

through high school and college, I was often in

chose a liberal path. They didn’t have to make them

small groups of students in a class, all of whom

choose all of these different options. I think this

were smart and inquisitive. In that context, you

is because of the types of students that Amherst

have to be prepared and ready to participate fully.

selects. They’re choosing kids who are really

All of that is good practice for being able to express

curious and involved and when you give curious

yourself in a way that people can really hear you.

people 850 different course options, they are going
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Keystone recently graduated its first cohort of students last

of us, we went into Grade 9 with Grades 10, 11, and

academic year, the Class of 2018. Compared to last year’s

12 ahead of us. For that first class, in Grade 9 they

graduating class, what distinctive characteristics define

were the oldest, and in Grade 10 they were the

the Class of 2019 and how do you think their Keystone

oldest, and in Grade 11 they were the oldest, so a lot

experience will leave an impact on our community and the

was expected of them.

world at large?

For the Class of 2019, they’ve been in the shadows
Rachael: For this group, I honestly can’t identify a

of that group, but that has also freed them up

specific of characteristics. I think one of the chal-

because they’ve heard all the talk about leading

lenges for them, being the second class to come

and the expectations, but they haven’t felt the

through the school, is that the first graduating

pressure of it. In a lot of ways, the kids in this group

class were the leaders of the school. That was a

have taken on leadership more naturally and more

very unusual reality for the Class of 2018. For most

readily than the first class did. The first class had to
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lead, but the Class of 2019 wanted to do so. When I

really do know, understand and, for the most part,

see some of the leaders in this year’s group they are

abide by the shared values of the school. They’re

more comfortable in their own skin.

not meaningless words to them and if you ask
them about Keystone or their Keystone experience

I think that both classes have developed a great deal

a lot of them will talk about the shared values and

of affection for each other. They are a very close-

how important they are. I think our students will

knit group and they take care of each other. I think

lead well and engage wherever they go next. I hope

this is true of a lot of our classes, but both 2018 and

many of them do go into liberal arts environments

2019 have set a tone for the secondary school that I

because I think many of them have the potential to

really love. We work hard in admissions to take in

have a big impact in that milieu.

good kids, and they have been good to each other.
I think this says a lot about them and a lot about

Many educational institutions around the world share the

the school’s expectation of them as well. The kids

philosophy that when it comes to choosing a school, "It
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In Conversation With

is better to choose the school that suits you best than to

the Chinese context there are typically five schools

choose the best." This saying is applicable to secondary

in the United States that are considered “the best.”

institutions, like Keystone, and post-secondary institu-

No matter what city I’m in, no matter what group

tions, such as Amherst. What is your perspective on this

I’m speaking to, whether they have primary-aged

phrase?

children or high-school-aged children, they give
me the same five schools. It’s amazing!

Rachael: In the quote you reference, I think that

the word “best” is a loaded one. It’s like the word

If I asked them to give me a list of the most compet-

‘success’. Not everyone means the same thing when

itive schools in the United States, the ones that are

they say ‘the best’, not everyone means the same

numerically the most difficult schools to get into,

thing when they say what does it mean to be ‘suc-

it would be a different five. If I asked them which

cessful’ in life. I think some people have very narrow

schools had the most Rhodes Scholars it would be a

definitions of those things and I do not. I tease

different five. If I asked them to tell me the schools

Chinese parents about this all the time because in

that produced the wealthiest people in the United
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States, it would be a different five.

themselves and it will affect their self-esteem. I’m

I worry about this idea of choosing either the best

teem, I’m in education to help build it. So, we want

school or the one that suits them the best because

kids who are ready to do the work and ready to be in

not involved in education to ruin a child’s self-es-

both of those things are limiting and they can

an academic setting that’s taught in both Chinese

end up leading to disappointment. I would much

and English. Kids who want to be asked what they

rather approach things in a way that helps kids to

think and who are open to learning in new ways.

understand that there are hundreds of extraordinary educational experiences out there. The world

Everyone that we’ve taken on at Keystone has

is theirs to experience and many colleges could

experienced success in their previous school. But

help them become their best self. I want them

some of those environments are very different

to expose themselves to a group of schools, all of

from Keystone. Kids who were really successful

which satisfy their interests instead of a mindset

before know all the rules for being successful, but

that focuses on just one. Kids get themselves tied

often when they get to Keystone they discover the

up in knots about the college process. If they visit

rules are different. For some students, this is really

20 schools and then say, “this is the one,” what

disorienting. Those who don’t want new rules or

happens if that one doesn’t accept them? Is it the

are rigid in their thinking end up very unhappy and

end of the universe for them? Of course not!

want to go back to what they know. The ones who

If they go into the college process thinking, “I

here. They know that they’re good students, they

want a school where I can pursue my passions,

know that they are capable, and they just work

persevere are the ones who ultimately find success

where I can grow and develop, where the students

until they figure out how to show who they are in

are people I want to get to know,” then there are

this new context. They work their way through

hundreds of options out there that will suit.

the challenges and over time, they become better
at the skills they need to be successful in this new

As the Dean of Admission at Keystone Academy, what

environment. This requires a kind of openness, a

qualities do you look for in potential students and their

willingness to be flexible, a readiness to listen and

families? How does this come into play when preparing

understand. So we go right back to Cronon’s values

students for the world beyond Keystone as they continue

of a liberal education. All of the skills that will allow
kids to be successful in a liberal environment like

their educational journeys?

Keystone or Amherst are also ones that will help
What Keystone is looking for in potential students

them to be in their own lives.

is actually not that different from what a lot of
competitive academic environments are looking for.

Keystone continues to accept students well into

First and foremost, we want kids that are going to

their secondary years. Some of these kids are

be able to do the work. I have no interest in setting a

young--only 11. They’re not perfectly formed, but

student up to fail. I worry sometimes about families

they will have eight years in our school before they

who are trying to shape their child into a picture

go to college. We have time to help them develop in

of what they think Keystone is looking for. I’m

the ways that will help get them ready.

not interested in a pretty picture. I’m interested
in a kid who is ready to take on the challenges of

I’m not looking for applicants to be perfect. I’m

the school. If you mask things that may indicate

just looking for them to be ready to take on the

they are not ready, then they’re going to come to

many different kinds of challenges that we are

Keystone unprepared. They won’t feel good about

going to put in front of them.
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From the Office of College Counselling

How to Become
a ‘Unique’ Applicant in
the Eyes of Colleges and
Universities
By Percy Jiang
Director of College Counseling at Keystone Academy

College counselors are often regarded as the last guardians of secondary students
before they graduate from high school. Counselors also act as “enablers” who push
students to their full potentials. The rising number of Chinese applicants to colleges
and universities around the world over the past few years reminds me of the security
staff in Tokyo’s subway stations whose job is to push passengers through the train
doors.
Many people ask whether colleague counselors feel immense pressure as they often
face students and parents who want positive results after submitting college and
university applications. My point is that there is no pressure on those who “enable”
people. The only real pressure is on those who want to receive acceptance letters and
enroll in their dream schools.
This is not a perfect analogy, of course, but this accurately reflects the challenges of
the university application processes and the intensity of the global competition for
university admission. The most important task for a college counselor is to help applicants find and get admitted to a university that challenges their skills and matches
their long-term goals. However, we know it is not easy for our children (applicants)
to be accepted to a good university that is the best fit for them.
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What Factors Do Admissions Counselors Really Look at in Applications?
What criteria are used by top-ranked foreign universities for recruiting
students? Let’s use the United States as a case study since it is a popular
destination with a complex college admissions process. The National
Association of College Admission Counseling (NACAC), an organization
comprised of university admissions professionals and high school and
college counselors, conducts a survey in American universities each year
on the factors that influence university admission. The latest survey
has outlined 17 important factors for the admission of international
Prior to joining Keystone Academy, Percy (Xiaobo)

students:

Jiang served as a college counselor at the Beijing
National Day School (BNDS). Mr. Jiang pioneered

1.

English Proficiency Exam Scores, i.e. TOEFL and IELTS

the development of the BNDS College Counseling

2.

Grades in College Prep Courses

Project and built a professional counseling team

3.

Grades in All Courses

using his expertise and college and university

4.

Strength of Curriculum

resources. Since then, Percy has been actively

5.

Admission Test Scores (SAT, ACT)

involved in college counseling and has maintained

6.

Essays or Writing Samples

professional connections with many prestigious

7.

National School Leaving or Graduation Certificate

colleges and universities in the US and other

8.

Counselor Recommendation (ranked 7th last year)

countries. He is also deeply connected to and

9.

Teacher Recommendation

very much respected by the International ACAC

10.

Subject Test Scores (AP,IB)

(Association for College Admission Counseling).

11.

Student's Demonstrated Interest (ranked 6th last year)

Recently, Mr. Jiang trained local college counselors

12.

Class Rank (if applicable)

in Mainland China with the Education USA China

13.

Interviews

Office. He is one of the founding members of the

14.

Portfolio (specific discipline only)

China Institute of College Admissions Counseling

15.

Extracurricular Activities

(China ICAC).

16.

SAT II Scores

17.

Work Experience

Here is a detailed interpretation of some of these factors:
Firstly, the most important factor for international students is evidence
of English language proficiency because they are required to adapt to
challenges and succeed in an academic environment and daily interactions with peers, professors, and everyone else in the community. If an
applicant fails to meet the linguistic requirements, it will be difficult for
them to become qualified.
Points 2, 3, and 4 examine the applicant's post-secondary course. College
prep courses, mainly chosen by the applicants within their academic
fields, are intended to prepare students for the challenging and demanding curriculum in colleges and universities. Keystone's IB courses are one
such example. Some programs offered by Chinese schools include courses
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more difficult than a college entrance examination

will help boost interest in students’ application

or courses based on competition. The description of

from admissions counselors. Of course, this is not

these courses should be submitted to the university

compulsory for high school students, but for some

as part of the school profile.

students, it is better to have such opportunities
written explicitly in their applications.

Point 12, class rank, is not necessary as many high
schools, including Keystone, do not rank students.

Generally speaking, universities look for reasons

The average GPA or SAT data provided by some

to admit rather than decline applicants, so do not

schools, however, can be used as a reference point.

assume that one or two factors can determine
final university results. The key is whether you can

Secondly, the test scores mentioned in Point 5 refer

present a complete application, paint a picture of

to standardized tests, such as the ACT (American

a balanced and comprehensive student, and give

College Testing) or the SAT (Scholastic Assessment

enough reasons for the admissions office to extend

Test). Of course, many schools do not require

a letter of acceptance to you. Do not waste time

these tests for admissions. What is described here

wondering whether you'll be rejected if your score

is a general requirement across most colleges and

on the standardized tests is 50-100 points lower as

universities. In fact, more than 800 American

long as you meet the average results required for

universities, including those in the top 200, do not

admission or whether you won't be admitted to a

require standardized test results. Many schools

university without working experience.

such as Michigan State University exempt international students from submitting SAT scores. Even
students who cannot provide a satisfactory result

Embodying a Spirit of Service

of standardized tests or fail to take part in any of
these tests due to the external factors or conditions

How does one stand out among so many other

can still have many options as alternatives to sub-

competitive applicants? Do admissions officers

mitting standardized test scores.

really go through the above factors one by one?

Most of the 17 key factors for consideration will be

In considering these questions, the first word

familiar to applicants, but there are also a few that

that comes to mind is ‘service’. Turning the Tide:

deserve special attention.

Inspiring Concern for Others and the Common Good
Through College Admissions is a report published

Many people are unaware what Point 11, student's

by the Harvard Graduate School of Education in

demonstrated interest, means, but it is also a

2016 that has triggered a heated discussion among

critical factor. Some examples of showing interest

educators across the United States. Harvard joined

in a university are through visiting several univer-

more than 80 well-known American colleges and

sities and their admissions offices, or attending or

universities in promoting the slogans “Making

registering personal information to a school rep-

Caring Common” and “Make Your School a Caring

resentative when a university visits your school, or

School”. Keystone recently became one of the

participating in alumni activities or summer camps

research schools associated with this project.

of the university, or communicating with the representatives of the admissions office by email.

In the report, Harvard University suggested several

With regards to Point 17, work experience, any

spective students to help them stand out in their

corresponding internships or work experience

application (see next page).

keywords and provided recommendations for pro-
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•

Keywords

Even if the applicant gets a high score, imagine how

•

Authentic experiences

many other high-performing applicants there will

•

Community service

be for top universities. From the perspective of a

•

Common good

top school, students admitted with high scores may
be aplenty but there will still be a few of their peers

•

Recommendations

who enter without high scores. This shows that

•

test scores are not the sole and crucial selection

Quality, not quantity

•	Discouraging overcoaching from

criterion for university admissions. We also need

parents and outside resources

to ask, how many applicants receive high scores by

•	Do not overemphasize

spending all their time studying for the exams? The

standardized test scores

general assumption is that most of these students
have distinctive qualifications. This means that if

Top universities are particularly concerned about

an applicant focuses their energy and time on being

the spirit of service in applicants and the contribu-

well-rounded and on committing to developing

tions they have made in their communities. It goes

and exploring their character, they get a better

without doubt that quality, or, in many cases, the

chance of being admitted to a top university.

question of “who you are”, is the most important
selection criterion for these universities in addition

In that case, only one question remains: How

to an applicant’s academic history.

can applicants achieve holistic development and
build their character? The key is to be different

Recently, Huffingtonpost.com published an article

from other applicants to attract the attention of

titled “Are you a rebel? The Ivy League wants

top schools, Ivy League universities, and other

you”. The author opined the Ivy League schools

famous institutions alike. Of course, if others

are bored with standardized test scores and the

participate in Model UN, or dedicate time to

homogeneous

body.

volunteer, or take part in competitions, or run for

The article points out that an over-emphasis on

high-performing

student

the student council, you can definitely do it. All of

standardized test scores and the pursuit of perfect

those could make you an excellent applicant but

scores actually reduce an applicant’s chances of

certainly not an outstanding applicant. In fact,

being admitted to top schools. In my opinion, the

the key is to try to learn about yourself and your

author is not trying to say that it is wrong to seek

relationships with the people and environment

perfect or high scores on standardized tests or

around you, find out what you are truly interested

that you should deliberately go for a less ‘perfect’

in and enthusiastic about, and devote yourself to

score. The real message is that applicants shouldn’t

making a real impact.

make ‘scoring’ the main goal or allocating time
and energy to achieving top scores a priority. Most

At Keystone, several platforms for self-exploration

importantly, when an applicant spends too much

already exist, from the requirements of the IB such

time on scoring, they are bound to devote less time

as CAS (Creativity, Activity, and Service) to the

and energy to other areas, including accumulating

rich boarding program to Weekend Exploration

valuable personal and life experience.

Programs to global international educational
exchanges. During a recent panel discussion for

If an applicant’s only objective is to achieve a

Grade 12 students about university applications,

near-perfect standardized test result, it will be very

many students and parents discussed how they

difficult for the university to see them as a well-

have challenged, improved, and learned more

rounded, competitive, and distinctive applicant.

about themselves, and how they have formed their
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characteristics at Keystone. Every academic year,

Being ‘unique’ does not mean that what one has

the stories of our young graduates are published in

achieved cannot be replicated and it does not mean

Keystone’s communications platforms.

either that no one cares about what you do or what
achievements you have gotten in your academic

Students have the option to choose any activity: a

life. It is about why you do it, how you do it, and

project or a creative idea. But whatever your choice

how well you do it. It is the results of your personal

is, you need to constantly ask yourself: Am I hon-

growth and personal efforts, not just a paragraph

estly pursuing a heartfelt interest? Why am I doing

written on your resume.

this? Do I sincerely care about my relationship with
the people and the environment around me? Why

···

do I continue to pursue this? What is my academic
passion? What are the shared concerns of the world

The New York Times columnist Frank Bruni recently

and humanity that I care about? What other things

wrote, “Where you go is not who you will be,” a

have I tried and persisted in doing? “Making a

quote that has been shared by many applicants,

difference” is necessary; repeating the same things

parents, university admissions officers, and college

in the same fashion as others is never a good idea.

counselors alike. They echoed the idea that factors

That said, doing things that are extravagant but

such as school ranking that many people (espe-

completely meaningless is not advised either.

cially in China) care about a lot are not as important
as they may seem because everyone agrees that an

The most essential idea for applicants is to learn to

applicant’s experience in college, rather than the

think independently; search for problems based on

college itself, will have a more profound influence

their observations of learning, life, and society; and

on their life. As I mentioned at the beginning of this

explore their interests and passions. Some students

article, the most important task for a college coun-

like scientific research and immerse themselves in

selor is to help applicants find and get admitted to

their field of interest. Others pursue public welfare

a university that is challenging and matches their

and are passionate about social responsibility.

long-term goals. It isn’t easy to be accepted to a

Some students enjoy working on nonacademic

reputable and suitable university, but it is also not

projects to deepen their understanding of the

difficult for applicants to ponder what they really

world. Others enjoy trying new things and bringing

care about, develop good study habits and skills in

innovative ideas to life. You might enjoy sport,

high school, and build a ‘unique’ self. And through

music, performance, education, virtual reality,

this, they should attend the university that is the

artificial intelligence, the internet, astronomy,

right fit for them. At Keystone, a culture of anxi-

archaeology… the list is endless. Only by finding

ety-inducing pressure does not exist. We encourage

your area of research or interest and sticking to it

our students to take the time for self-exploration

can you present a ‘unique’ self in your application

and academic development, all the while staying

to colleges and universities.

true to their authentic selves.
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Beyond the Gate

The Poem
Begins Me
Susan Kinsolving on the
Virtues of Poetry
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Having traveled across the ocean to China, Ms.

alike. She has appeared in numerous publications

Susan Kinsolving sits patiently in the High School

such as The New York Times Book Review, The Yale

library at Keystone Academy, at home among the

Review, The Washington Post, and The Paris Review.

books that line the shelves around her. As she sits

She has also participated in international fellow-

on a traditional Chinese-inspired lounge chair, her

ships in France, Italy, Switzerland, and Scotland.

golden hair glistens in the sun that peeks through
the floor-to-ceiling windows. Her demeanor is

Ms. Kinsolving believes the virtues of poetry lie

calm as she recounts her experiences and encoun-

in its ability to imbue the feeling of a relationship

ters with many members of the community during

with words. To appreciate poetry in its full capacity,

her week on campus.

and for the poetry to infuse in the reader a sense

Ms. Kinsolving is a collector of words and integrating

and melodies in its totality, one must almost be

of energy and trust to appreciate the rhythms
rhythms and melodies is at the forefront of her artis-

kinetically bonded with the language used. Ms.

tic practice. The American poet spent her formative

Kinsolving’s poetry has a special power to draw the

years moving to various cities across the United States,

reader in and instill the confidence that they too are

accumulating memories that would later inform

capable of understanding such complex, nuanced,

much of her creative work. As a child, she developed

and sensitive emotions and language.

a fond appreciation for nature, solitude, and writing.
Even mundane things possess a degree of beauty
In her youth, Ms. Kinsolving spent much of her time

that can be manifested through her poetry. Her

reading and collecting words in her journals. The

life’s work is emblematic of this creative philoso-

art of writing poetry takes not only practice but also

phy and the repository of words she has collected

a keenness to develop a sensitivity for language,

are amongst some of her greatest contributions to

expression, and beauty. Ms. Kinsolving found beauty

the English language.

amongst the forests that acted as her backyard in the
Northeast, in the vast tracts of land not yet touched

Although her poems are written and performed in

by human presence. The American landscapes of her

English, Ms. Kinsolving’s thoughts on translation

childhood provided fuel for her imagination and her

and the meanings of words in another language

willingness to immerse herself in nature — literally

are powerful testaments to her understanding of

and figuratively — manifested itself in her poetry.

the nature of words and their ebb and flow in new
and dynamic environments. As she comments, “In

Currently a Poet in Residence at The Hotchkiss

translation, something is lost in the language but

School in Lakeville, Connecticut, Ms. Kinsolving

something is also gained in the new language.”

took her first venture across the Atlantic to China
as a guest artist at Keystone. During this time, she

During her final days on campus, Ms. Kinsolving

led creative writing workshops with students, gave

delved into an intimate discussion with Keystone’s

a riveting lecture on the birth of American poetry by

Marketing and Communications Department. She

dissecting the lives and works of Emily Dickinson

divulged her thoughts and opinions on her artistic

and Walt Whitman, and read excerpts from her

practice, and the merits and virtues of writing

works to an eager audience.

poetry, and gave instructions on how to teach

Her works "Dailies and Rushes" (1999) and "The

form a relationship with words. The poet does not

poetry to eager students who are determined to
White Eyelash" (2003) garnered international
attention and praise from critics and publishers

begin the poem, but rather, in her visionary words,
“The poem begins me.”
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JUST BEFORE BED
By Susan Kinsolving

Late one night walking across my lawn, I pitched
a large pinecone back at the trees and startled
some sleeping birds. Out of the branches they came
flapping, chirping with fright, then flew away
into the dark disquieted world, deranged as bats
at noon. There’s nothing more to this, only the old
discomfort of wondering how to be acquainted with
the night without disturbing its peace. And where
does one go to nest again, or (perchance) to dream?

梦前杂记

Translated by Keystone Grade 12 Student Yolanda Xu

夜深踏闲庭 / 掷籽倦鸟惊/
振翅离枝去 / 惶惶不得宁/
散入喧瞑里 / 蝠翼正午翕/

惟此志 乱吾心 / 何以入夜静且清/

惊鹊归巢归何处 / 偶逢周公又几更
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In Conversation with Susan Kinsolving

Expressionism is a modernist movement that seeks to depict emotions
and responses to evoke a particular idea or mood. Why did you choose
poetry as the medium to express your interactions with the world? Why
and how do you write?
Susan Kinsolving: I was alone in many circumstances growing up,

as I was an only child and my father was very ambitious. As a
family, we often traveled for his work. My mother would make
a home for us whenever we moved, but by the time we would
become settled in one place, we would move again.
I went to fifteen schools by the time I completed my graduate
degree. That type of experience gives you a kind of insecurity
but also a sense of resilience, which is kind of a paradox. Poetry
became a way of finding expression both for me and from me.
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Who influenced you the most in your poetry?
How did they inform your writing and creative thought process?
Susan Kinsolving: Growing up I had two posters in my room. One

was of Thomas Hardy, the great British novelist. I loved Hardy’s
poetry… it is remarkable.
The other poster was of a songwriter, Bob Dylan. Bob Dylan’s
lyrics also fascinated me, but the two couldn’t have been more
opposite. Emily Dickinson also inspired me from a very young
age. In particular though, it was always specific poems rather
than poets.
I read The New Yorker often and still do. I would peruse the magazine and looked forward to reading it. I admired the journalism,
literacy, and quirky long articles that you couldn’t find in other
places. I am very devoted to that publication.
How can we learn to appreciate or even begin to understand the ambiguity in poetry?
Susan Kinsolving: It’s so interesting to me that we allow the

permission of ambiguity… to music, we just listen. When we go
to an art museum and look at sculptures or paintings, some of
which are very abstract, we don’t bother trying to understand
what it means. We just enjoy it.
So much of poetry is mistaught because the analysis is preceding the enjoyment. Students begin to think that poetry is work
and that finding the meaning in it is a task. Part of the meaning
is always going to allude you because it’s trying to capture what
is illusive in our lives.
A good poem has some qualities of illusiveness, just by the
virtue of the language being elevated. I think it’s worthwhile
to study a poem, but I don’t think it’s necessary. I think that we
need to enjoy poetry.
What’s also so extraordinary about poetry unlike music or
painting is that everyone has some access to the language.
Everyone has some entry to the language. It’s probably one of
the most democratic and generous forms of the arts… yet it has
a bad reputation of being one of the ones you don’t understand.
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How has your idea of poetry changed since you began writing poems?
How do you begin a poem?
Susan Kinsolving: The poem begins me.

I find something that activates my imagination. For me, sometimes it’s language. Sometimes it’s an image. For some poets,
they see an image and apply language to it. For other poets, they
are listening for language and that starts a poem. For me, it’s
mostly language. Sometimes it’s visual.
As an educator at The Hotchkiss School, you teach poetry to students and
conduct workshops around the world. How do you teach poetry and can
anyone become a poet?
Susan Kinsolving: I think the appreciation of poetry can be

taught. Some aspects of writing can be taught, but certain
things cannot be taught.
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One is style. Some students have a gift and I always tell them,
“Don’t squander it. You’re very lucky to have a gift and if you
waste it, that’s a shame.”
Other students may not be as gifted, but they are more determined. I’ve seen some of that where they work hard to achieve
that. There are different levels.
I possess a modest gift for poetry, and I know that, but ultimately, it’s still a gift.
Some of the best poets will be found in the primary school here
at Keystone. These students are so whimsical and they know
how to let go. It’s what Picasso said when someone criticized his
work and said that it looked as if a child drew it. He responded,
“That is the work of returning to art.”
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Gallery
Passionate Perspectives:
Keystone IBDP Art Exhibition
DP Art Teacher: Bolsyn Urmuzov

Danai Chatzithoma

Danai Chatzithoma

Ian Liu
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Kitty He

Ian Liu

Kitty He

Candice Cai

Candice Cai

Diego Qi

Simon Song

Simon Song

Diego Qi
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Gallery
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Gallery
Fusion in Art:
PS Visual Arts Exhibition
Art Teacher: Sun Tao / Lu Nan
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Austin Wang
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Alex Li During Keystone’s Service
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Candy Wang
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SUBMISSIONS/SUBSCRIPTION/COMMENTS:
communications@keystoneacademy.cn
ADMISSION INQUIRIES:
admission@keystoneacademy.cn
EMPLOYMENT INQUIRIES:
hr@keystoneacademy.cn
DROP BY AND VISIT US IN PERSON AT:
No. 11 Anfu Street, Houshayu, Shunyi
Beijing – 101318
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:

Faith Bai

www.keystoneacademy.cn
OR CALL US AT:
010-80496008
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